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GERMAN

1. Paul: Entschuldigung...

2. Sabine: Ja?

3. Paul: Ich suche die Goethe Schule.

4. Sabine: Die Goethe Schule?

5. Paul: Ja.

6. Sabine: Ich suche die auch.

7. Paul: Sie suchen die auch??

ENGLISH

1. Paul: Excuse me...

2. Sabine: Yes?

3. Paul: I'm looking for the Goethe school

4. Sabine: The Goethe school?

5. Paul: Yes.

6. Sabine: I'm looking for it also.

7. Paul: You're looking for it also??

VOCABULARY
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German English Class Gender

Entschuldigung
apology; excuse me; 

I’m sorry

plural: 
Entschuldigungen; 
the expression is 
always singular.

ja yes adverb

ich I personal pronoun

suchen to search; to look for verb

der / die / das
the (masculine / 
feminine / neuter)

article

changes according 
to the gender of the 
following noun and 

according to singular/
plural and case

Schule school noun plural: Schulen

auch also, too adverb

Sie you (formal) personal pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich nehm e d ie  Entschuld igung an.
 

I accept the apology.

Na schön,  du hast ja  Recht.
 

Fair enough, you're right. (In the sense of 
"I'm giving in.")

J a,  das stim m t.
 

Yes, that's right.

Ich hatte  le tzte  Woche so vie l  zu 

tun!
 

I was so busy last week!

Ich bin  Lisa.
 

I am Lisa.

Ich suche das Hofbräuhaus.
 

I am looking for the Hofbräuhaus.

Danke für das Geschenk.
 

Thanks for the present.

Die S onne scheint heute.
 

The sun is shining today.
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Der Mann ist sehr a l t.
 

The man is very old.

J uchhu,  S chule ist aus!
 

Yay, school is over!

Thom as kom m t auch.
 

Thomas is coming, too.

Haben S ie e ine andere Kredi tkarte?
 

Do you have another credit card?

S prechen S ie Engl isch?
 

Do you speak English?

S ie sind Herr S m i th
 

You are Mr Smith.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Sie“ = you, formally. There is a notion of formality in German, just like in French, Spanish, 
Italian and other languages. If you're addressing somebody by their family name, you should 
also call them „Sie“ and use the corresponding form of the verbs. If you're addressing 
somebody by their first name, you will usually use another pronoun, „du“. The formal address 
is the default in German unless you're talking to children or people who explicitly asked you to 
switch to an informal address. As a foreigner, you'd do well to address everybody as „Sie“ 
initially. 
2. „die“ is one of the German words for „the“ - we will cover the different words and their 
purpose in the next lesson. For now, just remember that anything meaning „the“ can also 
mean „that“ in German. So when Sabine says „Ich suche die auch“, she means „I'm looking 
for that as well“. „Die“ becomes a short way of saying „die Goethe Schule“. Once the school 
„die Goethe Schule“ has already been mentioned, „die“ is enough to refer back to it. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  regular  verb conjugation,  part 1 
Ich  suche  die  G oethe  S chule. 
"I'm  looking  for  the  G oethe  school ." 
 
 

This is your very first German lesson, so we shall not overwhelm you with grammar. Today 
there is just one thing to note. That is, when we give you a verb (action word) in the 
vocabulary section, it will end in -en. This form is called the infinitive, like „to be“ as opposed to 
„am“, „are“, „is“ or the like. It's the form that you would expect to find in a dictionary. For 
example, if you wanted to translate the sentence „He has kids“ to German, and you wanted to 
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know what „has“ is in German, you wouldn't expect to find an entry for „has“ in a bilingual 
dictionary. Instead, there is an entry for „have“. This is the infinitive. In German, it always ends 
in -en. 
 That doesn't mean that verbs will always end in -en though. When the subject of a sentence 
(the person doing something) is „ich“ (I) , then a German verb will drop the -n and the ending 
that remains is -e. For example suchen (to search) 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

S tereotypes of G erm any  
 

 
What do people associate with Germany? Goethe certainly comes to mind, as does 
Rammstein, and certain politicians of the past century. There is also beer, a certain way of 
dressing (lederhosen & dirndl) and general concepts like being punctual, hard-working and 
meticulous. Let's take a realitycheck on these. 
 
Stereotypical Germans are... 
 
… punctual. Yes they are, and they expect you to be, too, as a matter of common courtesy. If 
you are more than 5 to 10 minutes late, it would be nice to call them and apologize and tell 
them when you are coming. 

… workaholics. Not quite. Germany is one of the countries with the least amount of work 
hours per week. The maximum is less than 40 hours per week, but in addition there are also a 
ton of public holidays and of course your legally guaranteed 4 weeks of vacation. However, at 
work Germans often are efficient and try to get as much as possible done during the day - so 
that they may be able to leave on time in the evening. The "Feierabend" (end of work day, lit. 
"Partyevening") can be thoroughly enjoyed when a lot has been accomplished at work during 
the day. 
 
… drinking a lot of beer. While Germany is only outdone by the Czech Republic when it 
comes to per-capita beer consumption (125 liter beer per year per-capita), there are many 
Germans who don't like beer, prefer wine, or do not drink at all - so don't take it as a given. It's 
those men who regularly drink 6-7 bottles of beer a night who are influencing the statistics. 
 
… wearing lederhosen. No. This is very annoying for the average German, because only 
Bavarians wear lederhosen, and even there it's only part of their folklore, not something 
everyone wears every day. You will only find Bavarinas wearing lederhosen at festivals like 
the Oktoberfest. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul: Lernen Sie auch Deutsch an der Goethe Schule?

2. Sabine: Ich?

3. Paul: Ja, Sie.

4. Sabine: Nein, haha. Ich unterrichte Deutsch.

5. Paul: Ahh. Ich lerne Deutsch. Übrigens, ich heiße Paul Martens.

6. Sabine: Und ich heiße Sabine Pächter.

ENGLISH

1. Paul: Are you also learning German in the Goethe school?

2. Sabine: Me? ("I")

3. Paul: Yes, you.

4. Sabine: No, haha. I teach German.

5. Paul: Ahh. I'm learning German. By the way, I'm called Paul Martens.

6. Sabine: And I'm called Sabine Pächter.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender
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lernen to learn, to study verb

Deutsch German language noun, neuter, das

an at, to preposition

used with Dative 
(location) or 

Accusative (direction)

nein no
expression; Yes is 

"Ja" Yes is "Ja"

unterrichten to teach, instruct verb
"unter" is a non-
separable prefix

übrigens by the way interjection

heißen

to be called; (3rd 
person only:) to 

mean

verb; not passive in 
German

not passive in 
German

und and conjunction

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich m öchte auch Deutsch lernen.
 

I also want to learn German.

Ich m uss vie l  für d ie  Uni  lernen.
 

I have to study a lot for university.

Deutsch ist e ine in teressante 

S prache.
 

German is an interesting language.

Am  Rhein sieht m an im m er vie le  

S chi ffe .
 

At the river Rhine you always see many 
ships.

Ich gehe oft an den Fluss.
 

I often go to the river.

Nein,  ich bin  n icht aus Köln.
 

No, I am not from Cologne.

Er unterrichtet Late in  und Chem ie.
 

He teaches Latin and chemistry.

Was heißt das?
 

What does this mean?
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Ich he iße Mark.
 

I am called Mark. / My name is Mark.

Thom as und Lisa.
 

Thomas and Lisa.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. The German verb „heißen“ may be a bit difficult for you to grasp at first, because English 
doesn't have a one-word equivalent. The closest would be „to be called“, but in German it's 
not nearly as complicated. Anyway, keep in mind „ich heiße“ for „I am called“ or „my name is“. 
2. You can form yes/no questions in German simply by putting the verb at the beginning of a 
phrase. „Sie lernen Deutsch“ => „Lernen Sie Deutsch?“; „Sie suchen die Goethe Schule“ => 
„Suchen Sie die Goethe Schule?“. When speaking, you don't even need to do that, you can 
just raise your voice at the end of a normal sentence in order to make it a question. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  noun  basics  
Lernen  S ie  auch  Deutsch  an  der  G oethe  S chule?  
"Are  you  also  learn ing  G erm an  in  the  G oethe  school?" 
 
 

As we saw last time, there is no simple equivalent to „the“ in German. Instead, there is „der“, 
„die“ and „das“. These reflect the three genders that German nouns can have. Spanish or 
French nouns can be masculine or feminine, but German is more sensible by also allowing 
neuter nouns. Unfortunately, just like in Spanish and French, nouns for inanimate objects 
also have a gender, and the genders of those are assigned rather randomly. This is why we 
shall always tell you what the grammatical gender of a noun is when we teach you a new 
noun in the vocabulary section. 
 The rule is that masculine words get the article „der“ - like „der Mann“ (the man). 
Feminine words get the article „die“ - like „die Frau“ (the woman). 
Neuter words get the article „das“ - like „das Bier“ (the beer). 
 For whatever reason, school is feminine in German - „die Schule“. However, in today's 
dialog we say the phrase „an der Goethe Schule“. This does not mean that school changed 
gender. Instead, it is a reaction to having the preposition „an“ in front. This is perhaps the 
toughest part of German grammar, the fact that it's not just the gender of a noun that 
determines the correct article; you additionally have to take into account the role of the noun 
in the sentence. In some sentences the article won't change – e. g. in „Ich suche die Goethe 
Schule“ - but in others it will, as in „Ich lerne Deutsch an der Goethe Schule“. 
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 Since this is a difficult topic, it's best to absorb things for a while and get a feel for the German 
language. Don't worry about the different forms of der / die / das for now. We will get back to 
them in a later lesson, when you'll find it a lot easier to understand. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meeting  new  people  

When meeting somebody new, only young people hug or exchange kisses on the cheek like 
the French for example. Most Germans will shake hands while bowing their heads a little, 
kind of like a nod. The older or higher-ranking person should offer his hand first. If you offer 
your hand to somebody ranking higher than you, a few will even snub it, but fortunately they 
are the minority. 

Even though not all Germans are known to observe the rules, please try to observe etiquette 
while being in Germany for business related reasons, as that will definitely help your career. 
Also, it is quite important you don't forget to bow your head a little when shaking hands. If you 
keeping looking straight ahead, people will instinctively perceive you as arrogant. 

If you meet someone new at a party or somehwere else, where mostly young peope attend, a 
simple nod of the head might be enough in terms of greeting. 
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GERMAN

1. Sabine: Entschuldigung!

2. C: Ja?

3. Sabine: Wir suchen die Goethe Schule.

4. C: Lernt ihr Deutsch?

5. Sabine: Ich nicht. Ich unterrichte Deutsch, aber Paul lernt Deutsch. Kennst 
du die Goethe-Schule?

6. C: Ja... Das ist das Gebäude da.

7. Sabine: Da links?

8. C: Nein, rechts.

ENGLISH

1. Sabine: Excuse me!

2. C: Yes?

3. Sabine: We're looking for the Goethe school.

4. C: Are you learning German?

5. Sabine: Not me. I teach German, but Paul is learning German.  Do you 
know the Goethe school?

CONT'D OVER
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6. C: Yes... It's that building there.

7. Sabine: On the left?

8. C: No, on the right.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

rechts right, on the right adverb

links left, on the left adverb

da there adverb

Gebäude building noun neutral

ist is conjugated verb

du you (informal) pronoun

kennen to know somebody verb

aber but conjunction

nicht not adverb

wir we pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Rechts sehen Sie das 

G eschichtsm useum .
 

On your right you see the history museum.

Links sehen Sie d ie  berühm te 

Kathedra le und rechts das 

G eschichtsm useum .
 

On the left you see the famous cathedral 
and on the right the museum of history.
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Die Post ist da!
 

The mail is there! [has arrived]

Er steht da drüben.
 

He stands over there.

Dieses Gebäude ist 100 J ahre a l t.
 

This building is 100 years old.

Sie ist süß.
 

She is cute.

Das ist L isa.
 

That's Lisa.

Du bist gut.
 

You are good.

Bist du d i r sicher?
 

Are you sure?

Ich kenne ihn n icht.
 

I don't know him.

Ich weiß,  du bist beschäftig t. Aber 

kannst du m einen Anwal t anrufen?
 

I know you are busy. But can you call my 
lawyer?

Aber ich wol l te  doch fernsehen!
 

But I wanted to watch TV!

Das habe ich n icht gesagt!
 

I didn't say that!

Du bist n icht m ein Vater!
 

You aren't my father!

Wir wohnen se i t März  z usam m en.
 

We've lived together since March.

Heute besuchen wi r m eine 

G roßel tern.
 

Today we are visiting my grandparents.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. You will soon see that Germans abuse the word „aber“ (but). They use it much more often 
than an English speaker would – watch out for this and adapt your own usage of the word 
when speaking German! 
2. Gebäude is the first neuter word we learn, so keep in mind that it's „das Gebäude“ but „die 
Schule“. 

GRAMMAR
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The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  conjugation  of verbs,  and  negation  
Ich  unterrichte  Deutsch  
"I teach  G erm an" 
 
 

In this lesson we've seen all the other endings that regular German verbs get in the present 
tense. 
Here's an overview. 
 lernen 
ich lern-e (I learn) 
du lern-st (you learn, informally) 
er lern-t (he learns) 
wir lern-en (we learn) 
ihr lern-t (you learn, addressing more than one person) 
sie / Sie lern-en (they learn / you learn, formally) 
 The same with suchen; ich suche, du suchst, er sucht, wir suchen, ihr sucht, sie suchen 
And trinken; ich trinke, du trinkst, er trinkt, wir trinken, ihr trinkt, sie trinken. 
 This is slightly more difficult than the English present tense. However, German is easier than 
English in that there is no difference between „I drink“ and „I am drinking“ - both are „ich 
trinke“. Same for the difference between „he learns“ and „he is learning“, „you search“ and 
„you are searching“ - big difference in English and no difference in German. 
 Another thing that's easier in German is the negation. To make a sentence negative, just 
add „nicht“. 
Ich suche nicht. - I'm not searching. / I don't search. 
Ich lerne nicht. - I'm not studying. / I don't study. 
Ich trinke nicht. - I'm not drinking. / I don't drink. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

In this lesson we saw the other two ways of saying „you“ in German. „ihr“ is used when you're 
talking to a group of people. much like the French „vous“ or the Spanish „vosotros“. „du“ 
however is used when talking informally to one person. Let's have a look at when you would 
want to use the informal „du“ as opposed to the formal „Sie“ to address someone. 
 
Your default should be to address all Germans you meet as „Sie“. Formal language doesn't 
necessarily mean distance, it means respect. Especially older people are very sensitive when 
it comes to how you address them, and using the formal „Sie“ is the easiest way of saying “I 
respect you” in German. That is why sometimes even people who have known each other for 
a long time use ‘formal’ language with each other. 
 
Generally, you should only use informal language with a new acquaintance if: 
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• you are talking to somebody under 18

• you and the person you’re talking with are both around student age

• you and the person you’re talking with are relatives

In all other cases, you should wait till you are asked to switch to informal language – it’s up to 
the older person or the one higher in rank to do so or not. Your boss or teacher will certainly 
never ask you, as that would diminish his authority in the eyes of everybody. However, even 
regular acquaintances don’t switch to using first names nearly as quickly as they do in the 
USA. If you just start by addressing a stranger informally, he may feel offended as you seem 
to treat him like a child. That being said, as a foreigner you certainly have some leeway in 
case you should forget. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul: Guten Tag! Ist das hier die Anmeldung?

2. Frau 1 (genervt): Nein, hier ist nicht die Anmeldung. Die Anmeldung ist da links.

3. Paul: Ah, danke.

4. Frau 1: Hrmm.

5. Paul: Guten Tag! Ist das hier die Anmeldung?

6. Frau 2: Ja. Wie heißen Sie?

7. Paul: Paul Martens.

8. Frau 2: Hmm, P – O – H -...

9. Paul: Nein, P – A – U – L. Paul. Paul auf Deutsch.

10. Frau 2: Aha! Und der Nachname?

11. Paul: M – A – R – T – E – N – S.

12. Frau 2: Danke.

ENGLISH

1. Paul: Good day!  Is this registration?

2. Woman 1 
(annoyed):

No, here is not the registration.  The registration is there on the left.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Paul: Ah, thanks.

4. Woman 1: Hrmm.

5. Paul: Good day! Is this registration?

6. Woman 2: Yes. What's your name?

7. Paul: Paul Martens.

8. Woman 2: Hmm, P - O - H - ...

9. Paul: No, P - A - U - L.  Paul.  Paul in German.

10. Woman 2: Aha! And your last name?

11. Paul: M - A - R - T - E - N - S.

12. Woman 2: Thanks.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

gut good adjective

Tag day noun plural: Tage

Anmeldung
registration, 
application noun; feminine, die plural: Anmeldungen

hier here adverb

danke thanks
expression; standard 

reply is "bitte"
standard reply is 

"bitte"
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wie how pronoun

when not used as a 
question word, “wie” 
has the meaning of 

“as”

auf on, onto

preposition; also 
used for some cases 
where English would 

use “in” or “at”, as 
prepositions usually 

don't correspond 
across languages.

also used for some 
cases where English 

would use “in” or 
“at”, as prepositions 

usually don't 
correspond across 

languages.

nach to, after adverb
Used with a place, 

not used with people

Name name noun; masculine, der plural: Namen

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Dieser Tag ist e in  Feiertag.
 

This day is a public holiday.

Heute ist e in  guter Tag.
 

Today is a good day.

Kom m en S ie m i t zur Anm eldung.
 

Come with me to the registration.

S ie sind h ier.
 

You are here./ They are here.

Danke für d ie  schönen Blum en.
 

Thanks for the beautiful flowers.

Wie ist de in  Nam e?
 

What's your name?

Wie heißt du?
 

How are you called?

Die Zei tung l iegt auf dem  Tisch.
 

The newspaper lies on the table.

Verstehst du m ich,  wenn ich auf 

Engl isch spreche?
 

Do you understand me when I speak on 
(in) English?

Nach dem  Essen m öchte ich sofort 

nach Hause fahren.
 

After the meal I immediately want to drive 
home.
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Der gefürchtete Kriegsverbrecher 

floh nach Argentin ien.
 

The feared war criminal fled to Argentina.

Am  S am stag kom m e ich nach 

Ham burg.
 

On Saturday I am coming to Hamburg.

Mein Nam e ist Lisa.
 

My name is Lisa.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. Guten Tag! = Good day (a general greeting used throughout the day). In contrast, „Guten 
Morgen!“ is used only in the mornings, as it literally translates to „good morning“. There is 
also „Guten Abend!“, meaning „good evening“. 

2. Nachname (last name) consists of „nach“ (after) and „Name“ (name). Your after-name is 
your last name, family name that is. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  ABCs  
P –  A  –  U  –  L 
"Peh  - Ah  - Uh  - El l " 
 
 

The German alphabet consists of the same letters as the English one, with 4 additions. First, 
the part 
that is the same. Note the different names the letters have. You need to know these so that 
you can 
spell out your name or your e-mail address. 
 A /ah/ 
B /beh/ 
C /tßeh/ 
D /deh/ 
E /eh/ 
F /eff/ 
G /geh/ 
H /ha/ 
I /ih/ 
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J /jot/ 
K /ka/ 
L /ell/ 
M /emm/ 
N /enn/ 
O /oh/ 
P /peh/ 
Q /kuh/ 
R /er/ 
S /es/ 
T /teh/ 
U /uh/ 
V /fau/ 
W /weh/ 
X /iks/ 
Y /üppsilon/ 
Z /zett/ 
 And the ones that don't exist in English are as follows. 
 Ä /äh/ 
Ö /öh/ 
Ü /üh/ 
ß /es-zett/ or „scharfes S“ 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Phonetic  Alphabet

 

When spelling out something important, people might use names instead of letters. The first 
letter of the name is the letter that they are meaning to spell. In the following, we would like to 
give you the most popular German "Buchstabiertafel" (the German phonetic alphabet), as you 
might encounter someone in Germany spelling his name (for example on the phone) "Paula - 
Anton - Ulrich - Ludwig", instead of just saying the letters on their own. 

Anton 
Berta 
Cäsar (not a name - Caesar) 
Dora 
Emil 
Friedrich 
G ustav 
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Heinrich 
Ida 
J ulius 
Kaufmann (a last name, means 'merchant') 
Ludwig 
Martha 
Nordpol (not a name, means 'North Pole') 
Otto 
Paula 
Quelle (not a name, means 'source') 
R ichard 
S iegfried 
Theodor 
U lrich 
V iktor 
Wilhelm 
Xanthippe (not a German name, a Greek one) 
Ypsilon (name of the letter) 
Zacharias 
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GERMAN

1. Frau 2: Sind Sie Engländer?

2. Paul: Nein, ich bin Amerikaner.

3. Frau 2: Aus welcher Stadt sind Sie?

4. Paul: Denver. Das ist in Colorado. Kennen Sie Colorado?

5. Frau 2: Colorado... Das ist links neben Kansas, oder?

6. Paul: Haha, ja, wir sind links neben Kansas, und rechts von Utah.

ENGLISH

1. Woman 2: Are you English?

2. Paul: No, I'm an American.

3. Woman 2: Which city are you from?

4. Paul: Denver. That's in Colorado. Are you familiar with Colorado?

5. Woman 2: Colorado... That's next to Kansas on the left, isn't it?

6. Paul: Haha, yes, we're to the left of Kansas and to the right of Utah.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender
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sein to be verb

ich bin, du bist, er ist, 
wir sind, ihr seid, sie 

sind

oder or

conjunction; used as 
“isn’t it?”-type 

question at the end 
of a sentence. 

used as “isn’t it?”-
type question at the 
end of a sentence. 

neben next to local preposition

in in preposition

prepositions are 
rarely the same 

across languages, 
so this can be used 
in situations where 
English would not 

use "in"

Stadt town; city noun, feminine, die
feminine; plural: 

Städte 

welcher which question word

aus from preposition

Amerikaner American noun; masculine, der

plural is the same; 
feminine: 

Amerikanerin

Engländer Englishman noun; masculine, der plural is the same

von of, from preposition

von + Dative also 
replaces the 

Genitive more and 
more

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Das kann doch n icht wahr se in !
 

That can't be true!

Ich bin  S tudent.
 

I am a student.
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Ich m uss doch n icht a l les auf 

e inm al  bezahlen,  oder?
 

But I don't have to pay everything at once, 
do I?

Reicht e ine J acke oder brauche ich 

e inen Mante l?
 

Is a jacket enough or will I need a coat?

S ie befinden sich d i rekt 

nebeneinander.
 

They are directly next to each other.

Ist Bier teuer in  Deutsch land?
 

Is beer expensive in Germany?

Der S chlüssel  ist in  m einer 

Hosentasche.
 

The key is in my pants pocket.

Diese S tadt ist w i rkl ich groß.
 

This city is really big.

Welches G ericht können S ie m ir 

em pfehlen?
 

Which dish can you recommend to me?

Welche S prachen sprechen S ie 

fl ießend?
 

In which languages are you a fluent 
speaker?

Welchen Flug n im m st du?
 

Which flight will you take?

Kom m st du aus Berl in  oder von 

außerhalb?
 

Do you come from Berlin or from 
elsewhere?

Ich bin  aus Deutsch land.
 

I am from Germany.

Ich bin  Afro-Am erikaner.
 

I'm an African American.

Als a l le inerziehende Mutter von 

dre i  Kindern hat sie  es sehr schwer.
 

As a single mum of three kids she has a 
very hard time.

Ich kriege von m einen El tern 

gesagt,  was ich tun und lassen 

kann.
 

I get told by my parents what I can and 
can't do.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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1. Note that in saying „Ich bin Amerikaner“, you're using the word for the person, not the 
adjective. The adjective would be „amerikanisch“. By the same token „Engländer“ is the word 
for a person 
from England and „englisch“ is the adjective. 
2. If you're female, then you usually have to indicate that in German when you're mentioning 
your nationality or profession. Fortunately, it's enough to add the ending -in in the vast 
majority of cases. Like here you'd just say „Amerikanerin“ or „Engländerin“. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  Conjugation  of sein,  part 1. 
Ich  bin  Am erikaner  
"I'm  an  Am erican" 
 
 

In this lesson, we've seen a few forms of the verb 'to be', which is irregular in German like in 
most languages. The infinitive is „sein“, so „sein“ is the equivalent of „to be“. Then we have 
 ich bin – I am 
er ist – he is … or Paul ist, Denver ist, die Stadt ist... 
wir sind – we are 
Sie sind – they are / you (formal) are 
 We'll learn the rest a little later; each of these podcasts is very short and we don't want to 
overwhelm you. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

When registering for a German course, for a visa or similar, you are bound to fill out many 
forms, and those don't contain just easy German. Since being able to fill out a form is so 
essential though, the German government has declared that all beginners have to be made 
aware of them, even though the words are not typical beginner words. Here are the most 
common words you'll need to be able to recognize on forms. 
 
Titel / Anrede (title / address) 
 
Name / Vorname / Nachname (name / given name / family name) 
 
Geschlecht (gender) - here you'd put „m“ for man or „w“ for woman, the German words 
are „männlich“ (male) and „weiblich“ (female) 
 
Alter (age) 
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Nationalität / Staatsangehörigkeit (nationality / citizenship) 
 
Stadt (city); Land (country) 
 
Beruf (profession) 
 
Unterschrift (signature) 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: Hallo, Herr Martens! Willkommen!

2. Paul: Ähmm, hallo! Wie geht es Ihnen, Frau Schneider?! How do...

3. Frau Schneider: Mir geht es gut, danke, und Ihnen?

4. Paul: … Auch gut, danke.

5. Frau Schneider: Sind Sie müde?

6. Paul: Nicht sehr müde, nein.

7. Frau Schneider: Sehr gut.

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: Hello, Mr. Martens! Welcome!

2. Paul: Umm, hello! How are you, Mrs. Schneider?! How do...

3. Mrs. Schneider: I'm good, thanks, and you?

4. Paul: Also good, thanks.

5. Mrs. Schneider: Are you tired?

6. Paul: Not very tired, no.

7. Mrs. Schneider: Very good.

VOCABULARY
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German English Class Gender

hallo hello salutation

sehr very adverb

müde tired adjective

gut good adjective

mir to me
personal pronoun; 

Dative Dative

Ihnen to you (formal) personal pronoun

Dative case; but 
don't worry if you 

don't know what that 
is; it basically means 

that you'll use 
“Ihnen” when it's an 

object in the 
sentence.

es it personal pronoun

gehen to go, to walk verb

not used for "going 
by car" which would 

be "(Auto) fahren"

Frau Ms, woman noun, feminine, die feminine

Herr Mister noun, masculine, der masculine

Willkommen Welcome expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hal lo ! Wie geht es Di r?
 

Hello! How are you?

Hal lo? Ich brauche e in  Taxi  an der 

Königsstraße Ecke 

Friedrichsstraße.
 

Hello? I need a taxi at the corner of 
Königsstraße and Friedrichsstraße.
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Das ist sehr gut!
 

That's very good!

Heute bin  ich sehr m üde.
 

I am very tired today.

Bi tte  g ib m ir e twas zu tr inken!
 

Please give me something to drink!

Ich danke Ihnen.
 

I thank you.

Es ist schön,  dass S ie da sind.
 

It's nice that you're there.

Es ist früh am  Morgen.
 

It is early in the morning.

Ich gehe nach Am erika.
 

I go to America.

Lass uns ins Kino gehen.
 

Let's go to the movies.

Frau S m i th
 

Mrs Smith.

Herr S m i th
 

Mr Smith

Wil lkom m en in  Deutschland!
 

Welcome to Germany!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „mir“ is „to me“. It's a special form of the word „ich“ or „I“. In English, „I“ changes to „me“ 
when it's the object of a sentence – as in „I get a present“ but „you give a present TO ME“. This 
is the same idea in German. „Ihnen“ is the same thing but for „Sie“, that is, for the formal you. 
As „Sie“ also means „they“, „Ihnen“ also means „to them“. Both „mir“ and „Ihnen“ only come 
up when they are the object of a sentence. 
2. Do not expect to find any logic behind the phrase „Wie geht es Ihnen?“. It means „How are 
you?“, but literally it's more like „How goes it to-you?“. It doesn't make sense. One might say 
that it's related to asking „How's it going?“, but that doesn't explain the „to-you“ part... „to go“ is 
not supposed to have an object. Anyway, this is an idiom. You will come across a number of 
idioms when learning languages, and the only thing you can do is learn them by heart and 
use them frequently. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  question-word  questions  and  question  tags  (oder?,  
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und  du?  und  Ihnen?)  
Mir  geht es gut,  danke,  und  Ihnen?  
"I'm  good,  thanks,  and  you?" 
 
 

In the second lesson we already saw how to create yes/no questions in German. It's quite 
easy, just pull up the verb to the front, like „Lernen Sie Deutsch?“ instead of the affirmation 
„Sie lernen Deutsch.“. 
 To make a question-word question, just add a question word in front of this. So the order is 
first a question word, then the verb, and then anything else. For example 
Wie lernen Sie Deutsch? - How do you study German? 
Was lernen Sie? - What do you study? 
Wer lernt Deutsch? - Who studies German? 
 We'll learn lots of question words in time; you don't have to memorize these right away. 
Anyway, in this lesson we saw „Wie geht es Ihnen?“ (How goes it to-you 

Even more simply, you can make a statement and then add „oder?“ to ask for confirmation. 
Like „Sie lernen Deutsch, oder?“ (You're studying German, right?) or „Paul ist nicht 
Engländer, oder?“ (Paul is not English, isn't he?). This is called a question tag. 
 Finally, another type of question tag is „and you?“. This is really, really useful, because it 
spares you the trouble of forming a question, you can just say something about yourself and 
then add „and you?“. In German, this will normally be „und Sie?“. In less formal situations 
you'd use „und du?“ instead of „und Sie?“. In today's dialog we've seen „und Ihnen?“ though, 
meaning „and to you?“. This is because the sentence literally says „It goes well to-me“ and 
the implied question is „and how goes it to-you?“. That's why you have „und Ihnen?“ here. 
However, in almost all other cases you will want to say „und Sie?“. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

S m al l ta lk  in  G erm any 

In Germany there is considerably less smalltalk than in most other countries. Germans use 
small talk to start a dialogue, especially at the office and in other professional relationships. If 
you need to have smalltalk at an office in Germany, it is common to ask if your client/contact 
found the office well, or if the journey was a good one. There is little talk about the weather, 
but in some cases (an extremely cold winter for example) it an come up as a subject for 
conversation. 

Be careful if you ask some one"Wie geht es dir/Ihnen?" (How are you?) - most Germans will 
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answer this question truthfully and consider it an invitation to tell you what is going on in their 
lives - be it positive or negative. Especially older people may glady tell you all about their 
illnesses when prompted with such a question. 

When talking among friends, most people expect you to be informed about current events, 
regardless if they relate to popular culture, sports, or even politics. Discussing German politics 
and also that of other countries is not a taboo. 

The only thing Germans may get a bit sensitive about is religion. While some people strongly 
voice their opinion or beliefs on that matter, other people feel that religion is a topic that should 
be and stay private, so be careful not to offend people by engaging in a religious discussion. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: So, das ist Paul Martens, unser Gast. Das hier ist mein Mann, 
Christoph Schneider.

2. Paul: Angenehm, Sie kennenzulernen, Herr Schneider.

3. Herr Schneider: Gleichfalls.

4. Frau Schneider: Und das ist unsere Tochter, Susie.

5. Paul: Hallo, Susie. Ich bin Paul.

6. Susie: Hallo... Paul. Bist du Amerikaner?

7. Paul: Ja, ich bin Amerikaner.

8. Susie: Seid ihr Amerikaner alle so unkompliziert?

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: So, this is Paul Martens, our guest. This here is my husband, 
Christoph Schneider

2. Paul: Pleased to meet you, Mr. Schneider.

3. Mr. Schneider: Likewise.

4. Mrs. Schneider: And this is our daughter, Susie.

5. Paul: Hello, Susie. I'm Paul.

CONT'D OVER
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6. Susie: Hello...Paul. Are you an American?

7. Paul: Yes, I'm an American.

8. Susie: Are you Americans all so straightforward ("uncomplicated")?

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

so so adverb
"so" as a conjunction 

would be "also"!

alle all, everybody pronoun

Tochter daughter noun plural: Töchter

gleichfalls same to you expression

angenehm pleasant

Can be used to 
mean the entire 
phrase „Es ist 

angenehm, Sie 
kennenzulernen" (It's 

pleasant to meet 
you).

Mann man noun

plural: Männer; 
means “husband” 
when used with a 

possessive pronoun 
(e.g. "mein Mann")

mein my possessive pronoun

Gast guest noun; masculine, der plural: Gäste

unser our pronoun

kompliziert
complicated, 

complex adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Wieso ist das so?
 

Why is that so?

Al le  kom m en zur Party,  du auch?
 

Everybody is coming to the party, you too?

G uten Appeti t! - Danke,  g le ichfa l ls!
 

Have a good appetite! / Enjoy your meal! - 
Thanks, same to you!

Angenehm ,  S ie kennenzulernen.
 

Nice to meet you. (get to know you)

Der Wind ist heute angenehm .
 

The wind is pleasant today.

Mein Mann arbei te t h ier.
 

My husband works here.

Mein Nam e ist Tim .
 

My name is Tim.

Mein Nam e ist Lisa.
 

My name is Lisa.

Tun S ie e in fach so,  a ls ob S ie 

e ingeladen wären,  und fo lgen S ie 

den anderen G ästen.
 

Just do as if you had been invited, and 
follow the other guests.

Unter den G ästen befindet sich 

auch Arnold S chwarzenegger.
 

Among the guests there is also Arnold 
Schwarzenegger.

Nach d ieser kom pl izierten Reparatur m uss ich m ich erst e inm al  ausruhen.
 

After this complicated repair I first have to rest.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. kennenlernen = to get to know. Literally „know learn“, so „learn to know“, but in English 
you'd say „get to know“. 
2. gleichfalls = same to you. This is an idiom that can't be translated literally. 
3. „Ich bin Paul“ = you may call me Paul. Well, literally he said „I am Paul“, but in this context, 
when somebody already knows your name and you re-introduce yourself, this means that 
you are telling them what to call you. By saying „Ich bin Paul“, Paul is telling Susie that he 
doesn't expect her to call him „Herr Martens“. 
4. un- turns something into its opposite, like in English, so „unkompliziert“ is the opposite of 
complicated. 

GRAMMAR
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The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  sein,  part 2,  and  adjective  endings  
Und  das  i st unsere  Tochter,  S usie. 
"And  th is  i s  our  daughter,  S usie." 
 
 

Today we shall learn the remaining forms of the verb „sein“ (to be). 
They are 
du bist – you are (informally) 
ihr seid – you all are (plural) 
 Here are all the forms now; ich bin, du bist, er ist, wir sind, ihr seid, sie sind 
 And one more thing. In German, possessive pronouns and adjectives change depending on 
the gender of the noun that follows. So we say „mein Mann“ (my husband) but „meine 
Frau“ (my wife), „unser Sohn“ (our son) but „unsere Tochter“ (our daughter). The short version 
is that we'll use „mein“ for masculine and neuter nouns and „meine“ for feminine or also 
plural nouns. So when there's a feminine noun or when there's more than one thing, you'll 
see the ending -e. There are some other endings and some other rules, but Germans slur the 
endings anyway, so this rule of thumb will be enough until the Upper Beginner level at least. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

In troducing  Yourse l f

 

Pay attention when somebody introduces himself to you, because this will determine all 
future interactions with him. It is important to figure out how formal or informal he adresses 
you, and also watch the body language. This will tell you if you can expect to call him by his 
first name anytime soon, and it should also determine your response to his introduction. 
 
If he's a formal kind of person, your reply should involve the word „Angenehm“. This word is 
enough on its own, or you could say the full „Angenehm, Sie kennenzulernen.“ (pleased to 
get to know you). However, if he's informal, this would sound like you're rebuffing him. To a 
friendly, informal kind of introduction, you should reply „Freut mich“ (makes me happy) or 
„Schön, Sie kennen zu lernen“ (nice to get to know you). 
 
You're still using „Sie“ at this point unless your new acquaintance already called you by your 
first name. To indicate that it is okay to call him by his first name, someone might re-introduce 
himself and just give his first name. This happened in today's dialog. Paul told Susie „Ich bin 
Paul“ (I am Paul). Susie already knew his name - Mrs Schneider had introduced him as Paul 
Martens – but since Paul said this, Susie knows that she has the right to just call him Paul. 
You can sometimes hear this in the middle of a conversation. „So, how many kids do you 
have, Mrs Müller?“ - „I am Christine“ - a quick way to let people know that they can be less 
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formal. This works also if you want people to use a nickname. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: Is everything alright? Do you need anything?

2. Paul: Bitte... ich möchte Deutsch lernen.

3. Frau Schneider: Okay. Möchten Sie etwas essen?

4. Paul: Ja, gerne.

5. Frau Schneider: Gut. In zehn Minuten gibt es Essen.

6. Paul: Essen wir alle zusammen?

7. Frau Schneider: Ja, mein Mann und meine Tochter möchten auch etwas essen.

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: Is everything alright? Do you need anything?

2. Paul: Please...I'd like to learn German.

3. Mrs. Schneider: Okay. Would you like to eat something?

4. Paul: Yes, I'd like that.

5. Mrs. Schneider: Good. In ten minutes there'll be food.

6. Paul: Are we all eating together?

7. Mrs. Schneider: Yes, my husband and my daughter would also like to eat 
something.

VOCABULARY
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German English Class Gender

bitte
please, you're 

welcome particle

es gibt there is, there are
expression; very 

useful expression!
very useful 
expression!

Minute minute noun plural: Minuten

zehn ten (10) numeral

gern(e) gladly

adverb; "gern" and 
"gerne" are used 
interchangeably.

"gern" and "gerne" 
are used 

interchangeably.

Essen food noun; neuter, das no plural 

essen to eat verb
er isst, er aß, er hat 

gegessen

etwas something adverb

möchte would like verb

conditional tense of 
“mögen”, but it 

behaves essentially 
like a fictional verb 

“möchten”

zusammen together adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bi tte  rauchen S ie h ier n icht.
 

Please do not smoke here.

Ein G las Wasser,  bi tte .
 

A glass of water, please.

Bi tte  antworten S ie so schnel l  w ie  

m ögl ich.
 

Please answer as quickly as possible.

Es g ibt vie le  Cafés h ier.
 

There are many cafés here.
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Nur noch fünf Minuten!
 

Just five more minutes!

Ich bin  zehn J ahre a l t.
 

I am ten years old.

Rufen S ie m ich gerne an.
 

Do not hesitate to call me.

Ich esse gerne Brötchen.
 

I like eating rolls.

Ich tr inke gerne Mi lch m i t Honig.
 

I like drinking milk with honey.

S chm eckt d i r das Essen n icht?
 

Don't you like the taste of the food?

Die Am eisen tragen Essen.
 

The ants are carrying food.

Ich esse gerne Brötchen.
 

I like eating rolls.

Vegetarier essen ke ine Butter,  sie  

essen Margarine.
 

Vegetarians don't eat (any) butter, they eat 
margarine.

J a,  e twas.
 

Yes, I speak some.

Ich wi l l  e twas tr inken.
 

I want to drink something.

Ich m öchte e inen Kaffee.
 

I would like a coffee.

Wir wohnen se i t März zusam m en.
 

We live together since March.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „es gibt“ is a special expression which can't be translated literally. Well, literally it would be 
„it gives“, but that doesn't give you any clue as to how it is used. In English, you'd translate „es 
gibt“ as „there is“. For example „Es gibt eine Schule“ (there is a school) or „Es gibt 
Essen“ (there is food). Note that even for plural words you'd still say „Es gibt“ - e. g. „Es gibt 
Gäste“ (there are guests) or „Es gibt Städte“ (there are cities). 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  m öchte; word  order  after  adverbia l  
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Möchten  S ie  etwas  essen?  
"Would  you  l i ke  to  eat som eth ing?" 
 
 

„möchte“ is an important German word because it's so common. We use it to talk about what 
we want, as in „Ich möchte Deutsch lernen“ (I would like to learn German). And we can also 
use it to make suggestions, like „Möchten Sie etwas essen?“ (Would you like to eat 
something?). 
 „möchte“ is not actually a full German verb. It's the conditional of „to like“, the direct 
equivalent of the English „would like“. Ignore this for now though, because you can use 
„möchte“ just like a normal verb. The only difference in conjugation is the missing -t when 
talking about he, she or it. 
 ich möchte 
du möchtest 
er möchte 
wir möchten 
ihr möchtet 
sie möchten 
 And one more thing. You may be confused about the word order in the phrase „In zehn 
Minuten gibt es Essen“. Normally, you should expect something like „Es gibt Essen“. 
However, in German, the rule is that the verb MUST be in second position. In this sentence, 
the time is the most important information, so we put it in first position in order to stress it. 
Then the verb has to follow in second position, and everything else is relegated to the back. 
Another example below. 
 Ich kenne Colorado. 
Colorado kenne ich. (NOT „Colorado ich kenne“, that's wrong) 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meals and  Meal tim es

 
 

There is no typical time for breakfast in Germayn, you eat it whenever people get up. Then the 
traditional lunch time in Germany lasts from 12 to 2pm and traditional dinner time is 
somewhere between 6 and 8pm, after end of the work day. Lunch often is the biggest meal in 
the day, while dinner is often just some bread with cheese or the like. However, many people 
prefer to have a smaller meal at work and a bigger dinner in the evening at home with their 
families. 
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German families often have meals together. If they do this, they don't eat meals “on the side” 
while watching TV or the like. Nowadays, this a tradtion that can often be seen on weekends 
or in families with younger children. 

Before you start your meal, you sit down at the table and everybody wishes each other "Guten 
Appentit!" (Enjoy your meal.). If someone said "Guten Appetit" first, you can repeat this or reply 
"Danke, gleichfalls" (Thanks, the same to you.). In very religious families, some people might 
say a prayer before eating, however this is not a common practice any longer. 

After you've finished your meal, do not get up before everybody else is done - leaving early 
makes other people feel rushed and they will try to hurry instead of continuing to enjoy their 
meal. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul: Ich habe ein Geschenk für Sie. Hier.

2. Frau Schneider: Oh, danke. … Wir haben aber kein Geschenk für Sie.

3. Paul: Das brauchen Sie auch nicht. Ich bin ja der Gast.

4. Frau Schneider: Danke für das Geschenk.

5. Paul: Bitte.

6. ...

7. Herr Schneider: Ich brauche das Brot.

8. Paul: Wo ist das?

9. Herr Schneider: Links neben Ihnen.

10. Paul: Oh, Entschuldigung. Hier.

11. Herr Schneider: Danke. Susie, hast du die Butter?

12. Frau Schneider: Nein, ich habe sie. Hier.

13. Herr Schneider: Danke.

14. Frau Schneider: Bitte.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Paul: I have a gift for you. Here.

2. Mrs. Schneider: Oh, thanks...but we have no gift for you.

3. Paul: That's not needed (That need you also not). I am the guest after all.

4. Mrs. Schneider: Thanks for the gift.

5. Paul: You're welcome.

6. ...

7. Mr. Schneider: I need the bread.

8. Paul: Where is it?

9. Mr. Schneider: Left, next to you.

10. Paul: Oh, sorry. Here.

11. Mr. Schneider: Thanks. Susie, have you the butter?

12. Mrs. Schneider: No, I have it. Here.

13. Mr. Schneider: Thanks.

14. Mrs. Schneider: You're welcome.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender
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haben to have verb

irregular; ich habe, 
du hast, er hat, wir 
haben, ihr habt, sie 

haben

Butter butter noun feminine; no plural

wo where adverb

Brot bread noun plural: Brote

brauchen to need verb weak verb

kein not any, no

adverb; Do not use 
"nicht" in addition to 

this!

Do not use "nicht" in 
addition to this!

für for preposition

Geschenk present, gift noun; neuter, das plural: Geschenke

ein a, an article

changes according 
to gender, number 

and case of 
following noun

sie she, they pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Du hast e ine große Klappe.
 

You have a big mouth.

Haben S ie Zei t?
 

Do you have time?

Vegetarier essen ke ine Butter,  sie  

essen Margarine.
 

Vegetarians don't eat (any) butter, they eat 
margarine.

Entschuld igen S ie bi tte ,  wo finde 

ich das Deutsche Museum ?
 

Excuse me please, where can I find the 
German Museum?

Wo wohnst du je tzt?
 

Where do you live now?

Ich hätte  gern e in  Butterbrot m i t 

Käse.
 

I would like a cheese sandwich.
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In  Deutschland findet m an oft Brot 

oder Brötchen m i t 

S onnenblum enkernen.
 

In Germany you often find bread or rolls 
with sunflower seeds.

Es g ibt Brot zum  Frühstück.
 

There's bread for breakfast.

Dieser Raum  braucht neue Möbel .
 

This room needs new furniture.

Brauchen S ie e ine Rechnung?
 

Do you need a bill?

Ich tr inke ke in  Bier.
 

I don't drink any beer.

Ist das Paket für m ich?
 

Is that package for me?

Oh,  was für e in  schönes G eschenk! 

Das wäre doch n icht notwendig 

gewesen!
 

Oh, what a great present! That wouldn't 
have been necessary!

Danke für das Geschenk.
 

Thanks for the present.

Heute ist e in  guter Tag.
 

Today is a good day.

Das war nur e in  Wi tz.
 

That was just a joke.

S ie ist so dünn.
 

She is so thin.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „kein“ is the equivalent of „nicht ein“. So to say „We do not have a present“, you don't 
actually use the word „nicht“ in German, instead you say „Wir haben kein Geschenk“. The 
„kein“ takes the place of both „nicht“ and „ein“ whenever both are part of a sentence. 
2. „ja“ can be used in the middle of a sentence. Then it makes the statement stronger. Like 
„Ich lerne ja Deutsch“ is the equivalent of „I AM learning German, you know“. 
3. „bitte“ is a typical answer to „danke“. „Bitte“ is the equivalent of „You're welcome“ in this 
case. 

GRAMMAR
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The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  verb haben  
Ich  habe  ein  G eschenk  für  S ie. 
"I have  a  gi ft for  you." 
 
 

„haben“ (to have) is one of the most important German verbs. It is used not only to talk about 
possession, but also to form other tenses, as we shall see later. And it is used in a non-literal 
sense in various expressions, such as „Hunger haben“ (to be hungry), „Durst haben“ (to be 
thirsty), „Zeit haben“ (to have time), and so on. 

Unfortunately, „haben“ is irregular. Here are its forms for the present tense: 

ich habe – I have 
 du hast – you have (singular, informal) 
 er hat – he has 
 wir haben – we have 
 ihr habt – you have (plural) 
 sie haben / Sie haben – they have / you have (singular, formal) 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Being  a  guest in  G erm any

 

As a guest in Germany, you should definitely have a present for your host that you're staying 
with. It is best to bring something from your region, like maybe a picture book or a local 
specialty - those gifts will always go down well. 

When you're just visiting someone without staying at their place, it is still customary to bring a 
small gift, for example some flowers or a bottle of wine. You might also bring beer if you know 
that your hosts prefer that to wine. Chocolates, as Americans often give, are not a very typical 
gift in Germany, but they will probably be welcome as well. 

Also be prepared for things to be a bit different from what you are known from your country in 
Germany – the food, the mealtimes, the stores' opening hours, the customs, anything – and 
try to keep an open mind. 

The easiest way to annoy your host is by not being punctual. Being late is frowned upon, and 
more than 30 minutes late is absolutely inexcusable, so call ahead if you know that you'll be 
delayed. Also, if you have to cancel an outing, it would be common courtesy to let people 
know well in advance. 
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Inviting yourself should only be done if the other person invited you to do so - this might be the 
case when they said something like „come by whenever you want “ to indicate that you are 
free to come and visit. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: Guten Morgen!

2. Paul: Üaaahh... guten Morgen! Entschuldigung, ich bin noch müde.

3. Frau Schneider: Es gibt Frühstück. Möchten Sie Kaffee? Wir haben auch Tee.

4. Paul: Kaffee ist gut.

5. Frau Schneider: Und essen Sie auch etwas!

6. …

7. Paul: Wie komme ich von hier aus zur Goethe-Schule?

8. Frau Schneider: Das ist einfach. Nehmen Sie den Bus.

9. Paul: Wo? Welchen Bus?

10. Susie: Ich nehme auch den Bus. Komm einfach mit mir!

11. Paul: Okay, gehen wir, Susie!

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: Good morning!

2. Paul: Ugghh...good morning! Sorry, I'm still tired.

3. Mrs. Schneider: There's breakfast. Would you like coffee? We also have tea.

CONT'D OVER
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4. Paul: Coffee is good.

5. Mrs. Schneider: And eat something too!

6. ...

7. Paul: How do I get from here to the Goethe school?

8. Mrs. Schneider: That's simple. Take the bus.

9. Paul: Where? Which bus?

10. Susie: I take the bus too. Simply come with me!

11. Paul: Okay, let's go, Susie!

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

Morgen morning noun masculine

Bus bus noun plural: Busse

nehmen to take verb

vowel-changing 
verb: ich nehme, du 
nimmst, er nimmt, 

wir nehmen…

einfach easy; simply adjective

zu to preposition

kommen to come verb weak verb

Tee tea noun masculine; no plural

Kaffee coffee noun masculine
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Frühstück breakfast noun; neuter, das
neuter; verb: 
frühstücken

noch still; yet; another adverb

mit with preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Heute ist e in  wunderschöner 

Morgen.
 

Today is a beautiful morning.

G uten Morgen!
 

Good morning!

Die S tudenten sind m i t dem  Bus 

gefahren.
 

The students rode bus.

Nim m  di r noch e in  S tück Fle isch!
 

Take another piece of meat!

Diese Lektion war sehr e in fach.
 

This lesson was very easy.

Ich kom m e m i t zum  S trand,  aber 

ich werde m ich nur sonnen,  n icht 

schwim m en.
 

I'm coming along to the beach, but I will 
just sun-bathe, I won't swim.

Bi tte  g ib m ir e twas zu tr inken!
 

Please give me something to drink!

Al le  kom m en zur Party,  du auch?
 

Everybody is coming to the party, you too?

Lisa kom m t heute n icht.
 

Lisa isn't coming today.

Möchtest du e inen grünen Tee?
 

Would you like some green tea?

Vie le Deutsche tr inken m ehrere 

Tassen Kaffee pro Tag.
 

Many Germans have several cups of 
coffee per day.

Ich tr inke im m er Kaffee,  wenn ich 

arbe i te .
 

I always drink coffee when I work.
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Es g ibt Brot zum  Frühstück.
 

There's bread for breakfast.

Es ist noch Winter.
 

It's still winter.

Ich m uss m i t dem  Hund rausgehen.
 

I have to go out with the dog. / I have to 
walk the dog.

Er spie l t m i t dem  Hund.
 

He plays with the dog.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „zur“ is a version of „zu“ which is always used before feminine words. It's a mesh of „zu“ and 
the definite article, so you don't use the article anymore. „zur Schule“ is „to the school“. 
2. „von hier aus“ = starting here. The „aus“ may look strange to you, but it's a German thing, 
we need it in order to indicate that a journey is starting here. 
3. „einfach“ doesn't just mean „easy, simple“, it also means „simply“ or „just“. In German, 
adjectives and adverbs always look the same. This is also why „gut“ can mean „good“ or 
„well“, and „müde“ can mean „tired“ or „tiredly“. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  im perative  
Nehm en  S ie  den  Bus! 
"Take  the  bus!" 
 
 

This lesson featured some verbs in the imperative form. The imperative is used to give 
commands, or also to make polite requests, if you add „bitte“. There is a formal imperative for 
people that you address as „Sie“ and there's an informal imperative for family, friends and 
kids. 
 In German, the formal imperative is just the same as the formal present tense, except that 
the verb comes first and the „Sie“ second. For example „Gehen Sie!“ (Go!), „Kommen 
Sie!“ (Come!), or „Nehmen Sie den Bus!“ (Take the bus!). If it wasn't imperative, it would be 
„Sie nehmen den Bus“ (You're taking the bus). 
 The informal imperative is more interesting. This one corresponds to just the word stem 
without any ending and no pronoun, e. g. „Geh!“, „Komm!“. You would also use this one with 
people you're insulting, because using the polite „Sie“ in those cases would be extremely 
weird. 
 Finally, if you want to make a suggestion and include yourself, as in the English „Let's go!“, 
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you can use another type of imperative in German, for the first person plural. For this, just 
place „wir“ AFTER rather than before the 1st person plural form - „Gehen wir!“ (Let's go!“), 
„Lernen wir Deutsch!“ (Let's learn German!). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Taking  the  bus

 

Taking the bus in Germany is a bit different from how you would do so in the United States, 
and I believe also that some of our listeners may not have taken a bus before. So let's talk 
about how to go about it. 

First, the bus stops. You can identify bus stops by tall metal posts or colums bearing a flag-like 
white sign. That sign should have the letter H in green on a yellow background inside a 
green- rimmed circle. Even though there are lots of independent bus companies in Germany, 
they all use this sign. 

At the bus stop, typically attached to the pole, there will be one or more time-tables that show 
the departure times. The various stops that the bus makes before or after the current one 
should also be listed on the same sheet. If the bus is going in the wrong direction, look for a 
similar bus station pole on the other side of the street, not too far away. It's quite easy to 
navigate the busses in Germany, because you don't have to call anybody for information. 
Some often-used bus stops also have rain shelters, benches and electronic displays 
announcing when the next bus is scheduled to arrive. 

Once the bus is there, get in through the front door and buy a ticket there. If you already have 
one, wave it at the bus driver, because some areas are very strict about that. You can buy 
single-pass tickets, which are valid within a certain zone even if you have to change, and you 
can also buy reduced-fare tickets, multi-pass tickets or day tickets. You hand the money 
directly to the bus driver. He will give you change back if necessary, but may be unable to do 
so if you only have very large bills. 

Sit down or hang onto something as soon as possible, because you can't sue the bus 
company if you fall in Germany. Don't fall asleep though, because you have to be alert and hit 
the button labelled „Halt“ or „Stop“ as the bus draws closer to your desired stop. This can be 
tricky if you don't know the area. Modern busses have an electronic display that indicates what 
the next stop is or even the next few stops are. Otherwise you'll have to ask a local to alert you 
in time, or try to make out the writing on those bus stop poles to identify your location. Most 
bus drivers are also helpful about this, even in the big cities. If you indicate to them upon 
entering the bus that you are not sure when to get off, they might call out to you via their 
microphone so that you can get out of the bus at the right stop. 
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As the bus comes to a stop, go to the back door, because some regions keep a clear policy of 
only allowing people to get in the one way and exit the other way. The bus driver should open 
the door, but if that doesn't happen, look for another button on the door or on a near pole the 
door, which will open the door for you, so you can get out. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Weber: Guten Tag und willkommen in der Goethe Schule! Ich heiße Inge 
Weber und ich unterrichte seit drei Jahren hier Deutsch.

2. Herr Schultz: Auch von mir ein herzliches Willkommen! Mein Name ist Manfred 
Schultz und auch ich unterrichte hier.

3. Frau Weber: Jeden Morgen lernen wir von acht bis zehn Uhr Grammatik und 
Vokabeln.

4. Manfred Schultz: Und von zehn bis zwölf Uhr übe ich mit Ihnen das Sprechen.

5. Frau Weber: Deutsch ist nicht einfach. Die Grammatik ist kompliziert.

6. Manfred Schultz: Aber wir unterrichten gerne und Sie lernen gerne. Zusammen geht 
es.

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Weber: Good day, and welcome to the Goethe school! I'm called Inge 
Weber and I've taught German here for three years.

2. Mr. Schultz: Also from me, a heart-felt welcome! My name is Manfred Schultz 
and I also teach here.

3. Mrs. Weber: Every morning we'll learn grammar and vocabulary from eight 
o'clock until ten o'clock.

4. Mr. Schultz: And from 10 o'clock until twelve o'clock I'll practice speaking with 
you.

5. Mrs. Weber: German is not simple. The grammar is complicated.

CONT'D OVER
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6. Mr. Schultz: But we enjoy teaching and you'll enjoy learning. Together we can 
do it.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

herzlich hearty, heartfelt

üben to practice noun weak verb

Vokabel vocabulary word noun; feminine, die plural is Vokabeln

Grammatik grammar noun; feminine, die plural: Grammatiken

Uhr clock; o’clock noun, feminine, die

bis until adverb

jeder, jede, jedes every misc
change like an 

adjective

Jahr year noun neuter; plural: Jahre

seit for, since preposition used with Dative

sprechen to speak verb
er spricht, er sprach, 
er hat gesprochen

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Meine Dam en und Herren,  herz l ich 

wi l lkom m en an Bord!
 

Ladies and Gentlemen, a hearty welcome 
aboard!

"Es ist noch ke in  Meister vom  

Him m el  gefa l len". Das bedeutet,  

wenn du gut werden wi l lst,  m usst 

du üben.
 

"No one is born a master". That means 
that if you want to become good, you have 
to practise.
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Ich habe ke ine Z ei t m i tz ukom m en,  

ich m uss noch russische 

G ram m atik pauken.
 

I don't have time to come along, I have to 
study Russian grammar first.

Es ist 16 Uhr.
 

It's 16:00.

Die Uhr tickt.
 

The clock is ticking

Freddie wi rd  das bis später 

schaffen.
 

Freddie will make it until later.

Er geht jeden Donnerstag 

schwim m en.
 

He goes swimming every Thursday.

Ich bin  18 J ahre a l t.
 

I'm 18 years old.

Dieses Gebäude ist 100 J ahre a l t.
 

This building is 100 years old.

Wir wohnen se i t März  z usam m en.
 

We live together since March.

Ich warte schon se i t e iner ganz en 

Stunde!
 

I'm already waiting for a whole hour!

Entschuld igung,  ich spreche ke in  

Deutsch.
 

Sorry, I don't speak German.

Ich spreche Deutsch.
 

I speak German.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „sprechen“ is a verb, „das Sprechen“ is a noun. In German, you can turn any verb into a 
noun by capitalizing it and adding an article. So for example „das Sprechen“ is „the speaking“, 
„das Unterrichten“ is „the teaching“, „das Lernen“ is „the learning“. 
 2. „seit drei Jahren“ means „(have been) for three years“. There is no distinction between 
„since“ and „for“ in German. We say „seit heute Morgen“ (since this morning) just as well as 
„seit zehn Tagen“ (for 10 days). The only difference is that when you're using „since“, the 
activity MUST be on-going. There's a different word for when you've done something for three 
years and then stopped. 
 3. es geht = it works, it functions, it is possible 

GRAMMAR
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The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  num bers  from  0  to  12  
J eden  Morgen  le rnen  wir  von  acht bis  z ehn  Uhr  Grammatik  und  Vokabeln. 
"Every  m orning  we' l l  learn  gram m ar  and  vocabulary  from  eight o' clock  to  ten  
o' clock" 
 
 

This lesson is all about the numbers. We'll learn the ones from 0 to 12. For a lot of these 
words you will be able to see that they have the same origin as the English numbers. They 
may look a bit different now, but in the beginning they were the same. Pay attention to this. 
0 – Null 
1 – Eins 
2 – Zwei 
3 – Drei 
4 – Vier 
5 – Fünf 
6 – Sechs 
7 – Sieben 
8 – Acht 
9 – Neun 
10 – Zehn 
11 – Elf 
12 – Zwölf 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

• 5 years of university studying pedagogy and their 2-3 subjects, followed by several 
years of working as an apprentice at miserable pay, followed by another exam

• can't choose where they want to teach, or even the type of school

• after apprenticeship and everything, they receive much better pay than in the states; 
often a job for a lifetime because civil servants can't be fired

• highly-regarded professionals much like doctors or policemen

• home-schooling is not allowed in Germany
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: Hallo! Bist du auch neu hier?

2. Paul: Ja. Ich bin neu an der Goethe Schule und auch neu in Deutschland.

3. Sarah: Ich wohne schon seit zwei Jahren in Deutschland. Ich heiße 
übrigens Sarah.

4. Paul: Ich heiße Paul. Sarah... woher kommst du?

5. Sarah: Ich komme aus Spanien. Und du?

6. Paul: Amerika. Sprichst du auch Englisch?

7. Sarah: Ja, aber nicht sehr gut.

8. Paul: Ich lerne seit fünf Jahren Spanisch. Möchtest du mit mir üben?

9. Sarah: Ja, aber nicht hier. Gibst du mir deine Handynummer?

10. Paul: Ja. Das ist 0173/48506229.

11. Sarah: Danke. Meine ist 0151/36148297.

ENGLISH

1. Sarah: Hello! Are you also new here?

2. Paul: Yes, I am new at the Goethe school, and also new in Germany.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Sarah: I have lived already for two years in Germany. I'm called Sarah, by 
the way.

4. Paul: I'm called Paul. Sarah... from where do you come?

5. Sarah: I come from Spain. And you?

6. Paul: America. Do you also speak English?

7. Sarah: Yes, but not very good.

8. Paul: I've been learning spanish for 5 years. Would you like to practice 
with me?

9. Sarah: Yes, but not here. Can you give me your cell number?

10. Paul: Yes. It is 0173/48506229.

11. Sarah: Thanks. Mine is 0151/36148297.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

neu new adjective

geben to give verb

vowel-changing 
verb: ich gebe, du 
gibst, er gibt, wir 

geben… 

Englisch English language noun, neuter, das

Amerika USA; the Americas proper name

Spanien Spain noun
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woher from where question word

schon already adverb

wohnen to live, to inhabit verb

Deutschland Germany proper noun

dein your (informal) possessive pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ist der Pul l i  neu?
 

Is that pullover new?

Bi tte  g ib m ir e twas z u trinken!
 

Please give me something to drink!

Können Sie bi tte  m i t m i r Engl isch 

sprechen?
 

Could you please speak English with me?

Sprichst du Engl isch?
 

Do you speak English?

Ich kom m e aus Spanien.
 

I'm from Spain.

Also,  wie findest du Spanien,  so 

ganz  a l lgem ein?
 

So how do you like Spain, in general?

Woher kom m st du?
 

Where are you from?

Woher kom m t Robert?
 

Where does Robert come from?

Bist du schon m üde?
 

Are you tired already?

Ich wohne n icht in  Berl in .
 

I don't live in Berlin.

Deutschland ist in  Europa.
 

Germany is in Europe.

Dein Haus ist sehr groß.
 

Your house is very big.

Kom m st du a l le in  oder kom m t dein Mann auch?
 

Are you coming alone or is your husband coming, too?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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1. „nach“ doesn't just mean „after“, it also means „towards“. 
2. „Handynummer“ is a compound noun. That means it's two nouns stuck together. English is 
on the fence when it comes to combining nouns – for example why is „birthday“ one word but 
„school day“ not? Anyway, German is clearly in favor of compound nouns. Whenever there 
are two nouns next to each other that form one unit of meaning, German will write them as 
one word, without a space. 
3. „zwei“ is also pronounced „zwo“ when giving out phone numbers. This is to make it easier 
to distinguish „zwei“ and „drei“. Pronouncing it „zwo“ is not mandatory however. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  are  vowel - changing  verbs  
Sprichst du  auch  Engl isch?   
"Do  you  also  speak  Engl ish?"  
 
 

You've seen the verb “essen” (to eat) before, but there is something we didn't tell you about it 
before. It is not quite regular. It is actually part of a group of verbs called vowel-changing 
verbs... and if you didn't guess, the thing they have in common is that they change their stem 
vowel at some point. To be precise, they always change their stem vowel for the second and 
third person singular, that is the du and er / sie / es forms. 
 Here are the forms of the vowel-changing verbs you have encountered so far: 
 essen → ich esse, du isst, er isst, wir essen, ihr esst, sie essen 
geben → ich gebe, du gibst, er gibt, wir geben, ihr gebt, sie geben 
nehmen → ich nehme, du nimmst, er nimmt, wir nehmen, ihr nehmt, sie nehmen 
sprechen → ich spreche, du sprichst, er spricht, wir sprechen, ihr sprecht, sie sprechen 
 The change is always towards a vowel that is further in front of the mouth. E changes to I (or 
IE in exceptional cases). You will later also encounter verbs where A changes to Ä. 
 This change is also recognized in the informal imperative form. For vowel-changing verbs, 
the imperative also includes this change, e. g. Iss! Gib! Nimm! Sprich! 
 Once you're used to the idea, vowel-changing verbs won't be much of a problem, because 
they're logical in their own way. The change occurs 100% always for the 2nd and 3rd person 
singular and no other forms, and the vowel is always an E changing to an I or an A changing 
to an Ä. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

"Dengl ish" 

„Denglisch“ is what Germans call English words that were adopted into German, for example 
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„Meeting“. These words are tricky, because people argue about the gender and what plural 
they should take. Very often they will just use the English plural, minus the rules that 
Germans can't remember, for example „Hobby“ does „Hobbys“ in German, with a YS. 
However, other words have familiar endings for which there already is a rule in German, and 
these will behave according to that rule, for example „Investor“ does „Investoren“. 
 
There is a lot of fake English in German, too. Everybody will tell you that these words are 
English, but you may never have heard of them before, or at least not with their German 
meaning. The most popular example for such a word is „das Handy“ (cellphone) - you can 
also find other words like this, for example „der Beamer“ (projector). 

Especially concerning computer and the internet, there are many English words that are used 
in Germany as well. In Germany, you "twitter", you "blog" and, of course, you "google". 
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GERMAN

1. Chuck: Okay... Entweder komme ich aus China, oder ich bin schon zum 
fünften Mal hier, oder ich spreche fließend Englisch und Spanisch.

2. Angelina: Haha, das ist einfach. Dein Name ist Chuck, also bist du 
Amerikaner, und als Amerikaner sprichst du vielleicht auch fließend 
Spanisch.

3. Paul: Das glaube ich auch. Nummer drei, du sprichst fließend Englisch 
und Spanisch.

4. Chuck: Nein, das ist falsch. Ich spreche kein Spanisch. Ich komme aus 
China.

5. Angelina: Was? Du kommst aus China???

6. Chuck: Ja. Meine Eltern sind Amerikaner, aber sie wohnen schon seit 
vielen Jahren in China.

ENGLISH

1. Chuck: Okay... Either I come from China, or this is my fifth time here, or I 
speak fluent English and Spanish.

2. Angelina: Haha, that's simple. Your name is Chuck, so you're an American, 
and as an American maybe you also speak fluent Spanish.

3. Paul: That's what I think too. Number three, you speak fluent English and 
Spanish.

4. Chuck: No, that's false. I don't speak any Spanish. I come from China.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Angelina: What? You come from China???

6. Chuck: Yes. My parents are Americans, but they have lived in China for 
many years.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

entweder...oder either...or expression

viel much, a lot

Eltern parents noun; always plural always plural

was what pronoun

falsch wrong adjective

glauben to believe verb weak verb

vielleicht maybe adverb

also so
conjunction, 
expression

fließend
flowing, fluent, 

fluently adverb

Mal
multiplication mark, 

stigma, noun; neuter, das

China China noun

als as
preposition; same as 

in English same as in English

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Die Autos m achen vie l  Lärm .
 

The cars are making a lot of noise.

Vie le S tudenten sind arm .
 

Many students are poor.
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Meine El tern sind im  Mom ent n icht 

da.
 

My parents aren't there at the moment.

Was ist das?
 

What is this?

Dieser S atz ist fa lsch. S ol l  ich ihn 

korrig ieren?
 

This sentence is wrong. Shall I correct it?

Es fä l l t m i r schwer,  d i r zu g lauben.
 

I find it difficult to believe you.

Ich g laube er spricht m i t e inem  

Akzent,  auch wenn ich n icht weiß,  

wo d ieser herkom m t.
 

I do believe he speaks with an accent, 
though I am not sure where it is from.

Oh nein! Ich g laube ich bin  in  

Hundescheiße getre ten!
 

Oh no! I believe I stepped into dog poop!

Vie l le icht später.
 

Maybe later.

S o ist das a lso.
 

Ah, so it is.

Ich m öchte n icht gehen,  a lso ble ibe 

ich.
 

I don't want to go, so I stay.

J a,  fl ießend.
 

Yes, I speak fluently.

Welche S prachen sprechen S ie 

fl ießend?
 

In which languages are you a fluent 
speaker?

Nächstes Mal  wi rd  a l les anders.
 

Next time it will be completely different.

Erst e inm al  wi rst du m ir sagen,  was 

h ier los ist!
 

First you are going to tell me what's going 
on here!

Ich arbe i te  a ls Lehrer.
 

I work as a teacher.

Was m achst du a ls Linguist?
 

What do you do as a linguist?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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1. „fünfte“ means „fifth“. It's the ordinal number based on „five“. In this dialog we say „zum 
fünften Mal“ though because the word has to change in context, like any adjective. 
2. „also“ is the German equivalent of „so“, when you're presenting a logical conclusion. It's 
also used as an interjection in a conversation, e. g. „Also woher kommst du?“ (So where are 
you from?) 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  pronouncing  CH  
Du  kom m st aus  China?  
"You  com e  from  China?" 
 
 

By now, you should have a pretty decent idea of what German sounds like. Hopefully you've 
also practised speaking German yourself, by imitating the lines of our dialogs. 
 Now however, it's time to focus on some issues in particular. For example the CH. The CH 
usually gives people the most trouble. 
 The rule is that if the CH comes after A, O, or U, then it's pronounced raspily, as in the words 
„noch“ and „brauchen“. This is because A, O and U are what we call dark vowels, they are 
pronounced in the back of the mouth, close to your throat, so the CH that comes after them is 
also pronounced in the back. In fact, this CH comes straight out of your throat. It doesn't even 
matter how you widely you open your mouth or how you position your teeth and tongue, the 
CH is formed way before the air even hits those. 
 By contrast, the CH that comes after all other vowels (E, I, Ä, Ö and Ü) is pronounced softly 
and further in front. To pronounce this correctly, start from the /y/ sound as in 'year'. Then keep 
your tongue and mouth in the exact same position, try to blow some air through it and you're 
almost there. Practise this a lot, because this kind of CH comes up in vital words like „ich“ and 
„nicht“. In the Learning Center at GermanPod101.com, you can find some tools to help you 
perfect your pronunciation. 
 Okay, one last thing. Let's talk about the CH that's at the beginning of words. How is this 
supposed to be pronounced, considering it doesn't follow any vowel? Well, after a dark vowel 
(A O U), it's pronounced like K. After any other vowel however, you can choose how you want 
to pronounce it. Take the word „China“ (China) for example, which we saw a lot in today's 
dialog. Some will pronounce this using a soft CH as in „ich“. Others will pronounce it with a 
simple SH sound. And finally there are some that use a K sound. All of these variations are 
correct. I imagine you'll want to choose either the SH or the K, no need to make things difficult 
for yourself. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Fore ign  languages in  G erm any

 

In Germany, English is a mandatory subject at school for at least six years. It’s also 
increasingly present in primary schools and kindergartens. However, the quality of instruction 
varies a lot and many older people won’t remember any of their English 10 years after they 
have gone to school, unless they have had to use it often in the meantime – hence if you 
want to ask a German something in English, your best bet is a student or a businessman. 
Hotel clerks should know English, but sometimes they don't. However, nowadays many 
younger people are able to speak English quite well and they do not forget it after leaving 
school, either - they continue to use to stay connected with friends from overseas, also to 
keep track TV shows and books of Great Britain and American origin. 
 
Other than English, French is the most commonly studied foreign language, followed by 
Latin. However, these wouldn’t normally be studied instead of English, rather, they are 
studied as a second foreign language. In Eastern Germany, Russian used to be the most 
common foreign language. If you intend to go to university, you will have to study two foreign 
languages for at least 5 years each at high school, which is supposed to give you fluent 
command of them. In some schools, you have the option of studying up to four foreign 
languages, but few will do that – foreign language classes, once chosen, can usually not be 
dropped easily, and they will affect your mark average, so you have to be committed to 
become fluent in the languages chosen. 
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: Okay... Das ist nicht einfach... Enpweder gehe ich jeden Abend aus, 
oder ich trinke keinen Alkohol, oder ich fahre morgen weg.

2. Chuck: Was? Du gehst jeden Abend aus aber du trinkst keinen Alkohol??

3. Angelina: Nein, du verstehst das falsch. ENTWEDER sie geht jeden Abend 
aus ODER sie trinkt keinen Alkohol.

4. Paul: Ich glaube sie geht jeden Abend aus. Ist das richtig?

5. Sarah: Ja.

6. Paul: Zu einfach.

7. Sarah: Sag du etwas, Paul.

8. Paul: Hmm... Entweder gebe ich viel Geld für Bücher aus, oder ich habe 
kein Handy, oder ich lerne jeden Abend Vokabeln.

9. Sarah: Du sprichst gut Deutsch,du lernst jeden Abend Vokabeln.

10. Paul: Was? Nein. Ich lerne viel, aber nicht jeden Tag. Ich möchte auch 
ausgehen.

11. Angelina: Vielleicht gibst du viel Geld für Bücher aus?

12. Paul: Ja, das ist richtig.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Sarah: Okay... This is not easy. Either I go out every evening, or I don't 
drink any alcohol, or I'm departing tomorrow.

2. Chuck: What? You go out every evening but you don't drink any Alcohol??

3. Angelina: No, you're misunderstanding it. EITHER she goes out every 
evening OR she doesn't drink any alcohol.

4. Paul: I think she goes out every evening. Is that right?

5. Sarah: Yes.

6. Paul: Too easy.

7. Sarah: You say something, Paul.

8. Paul: Hmm... Either I spend a lot of money on books, or I have no 
cellphone, or I study vocabulary every evening.

9. Sarah: You speak good German, you study vocabulary every night.

10. Paul: What? No. I study a lot, but not every night. I also like to go out.

11. Angelina: Maybe you spend lots of money on books?

12. Paul: Yes, that is correct.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

Abend evening noun

Geld money noun neuter
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ausgeben to spend (money)
verb; „aus“ splits off; 
behaves like „geben“

„aus“ splits off; 
behaves like „geben“

sagen to say verb

richtig correct; really adjective

verstehen to understand verb

er versteht, er 
verstand, er hat 

verstanden

morgen tomorrow noun

for “day after 
tomorrow” there is a 

special word: 
“übermorgen”; don’t 

confuse with „der 
Morgen“ (the 

morning)

wegfahren
to go away [in a 

vehicle]
verb

er fährt weg, er fuhr 
weg, er ist 

weggefahren

Alkohol alcohol noun

plural: Alkohole (only 
used in scientific 

context)

trinken to drink verb

ausgehen to go out verb

er geht aus, er ging 
aus, er ist 

ausgegangen

Buch book noun plural: Bücher

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Am  Abend wi rd es ka l t.
 

It gets cold in the evening.

Heute Abend werden wi r auf der 

Terrasse gri l len.
 

Tonight we'll have a barbecue on the patio.
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Ich kriege noch G eld von d i r!
 

You still owe me money!

Er g ibt vie l  G eld aus.
 

He spends a lot of money.

Ich gebe e ine Runde aus.
 

I pay for a round.

Er g ibt vie l  G eld aus.
 

He spends a lot of money.

Und dann sagte er....
 

And then he said...

S ag doch was!
 

Come on, say something!

In  Deutschland g ibt es richtig  

leckere Würstchen.
 

In Germany there are really delicious 
sausages.

Ich weiß n icht,  ob das so richtig  ist.
 

I don't know if it's right like this.

Die S chwierigke i t l iegt darin ,  den 

richtigen Zei tpunkt zu finden.
 

The difficulty lies in finding the right time.

Ich verstehe ke in  Deutsch.
 

I do not understand German.

Ich verstehe S ie n icht.
 

I don't understand you.

Morgen habe ich e inen Term in.
 

Tomorrow I have an appointment.

S ie dürfen n icht m ehr a ls d ie  

vorgeschriebene Menge Alkohol  

e in führen.
 

You must not bring more than the 
prescribed amount of alcohol into the 
country.

Exzessiver Alkoholgenuss ist,  wenn 

m an vie l  zu vie l  Alkohol  tr inkt.
 

Excessive use of alcohol is when you 
drink way too much alcohol.

Ich tr inke im m er Kaffee,  wenn ich 

arbe i te .
 

I always drink coffee when I work.

Ich tr inke ke in  Bier.
 

I don't drink any beer.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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1. morgen vs. der Morgen. We had „der Morgen“ before; it means „the morning“. However, 
the adverb „morgen“ means „tomorrow“. It's not strange that these words should be related; in 
English, the word „tomorrow“ contains „morrow“, which means „morning“. In German, pay 
attention if „morgen“ is used with an article or not. Without an article, it means „tomorrow“. 
2. „Bücher“ is the plural of „Buch“. As such, „Bücher“ means „books“. Unfortunately it's not 
unusual for German words to acquire an Umlaut in their plural form. 
3. „zu“ can be used in three ways. The first is when indicating a direction, like „zum 
Supermarkt“ (to the supermarket) or „zur Schule“ (to school). The second is with infinitives, 
like „zu gehen“ (to go) or „zu lernen“ (to learn). The third use, which we've seen in this 
lesson's dialog, is with adjectives. There it means „too“ (with double o!), for example „zu 
einfach“ (too easy) or „zu kompliziert“ (too complicated). 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  separable  verbs. 
Ich  fahre  m orgen  weg. 
"I'm  leaving  tom orrow." 
 
 

A „separable verb“ or „splitting verb“ is one that splits in two at the slightest provocation. For 
example „ausgehen“ (to go out). In the infinitive it's one word, as you can also see in the 
phrase „Ich möchte ausgehen“ (I want to go out). However, when it's conjugated, the „aus“ 
part splits off and positions itself at the end of the sentence: „Ich gehe jeden Abend aus.“ (I go 
out every evening). 

The prefix „aus“ is the direct equivalent of the English „out“ in „to go out“. You could think of 
German as saying „to out-go“ if you want. „wegfahren“ (to drive away) would be „to away-
drive“ then. Just keep in mind that the prefix is attached for the infinitive, but the prefix splits off 
and moves to the end of the sentence when you do anything else with the verb. 
 Some verbs don't have direct English equivalents like „go out“ or „drive away“ though, or 
mean something else. For example „ausgeben“ means „to spend“ in German, not „to give 
out“. And „aussprechen“, literally „to speak out“, means „to pronounce“. 
 It's always the same prefixes that split off, and there is a limited number of them. Once you 
get the hang of it, it's not really difficult, just an annoyance. We shall see a lot more separable 
verbs. Also note that verbs can be vowel-changing and separable at the same time, for 
example „wegfahren“. „fahren“ is a vowel-changing verb („er fährt“ = he drives), and that 
means that „wegfahren“ must behave in the same way („er fährt weg“ = he drives away). 
 If there is anything special with the verb, if it changes its vowel or its prefix splits off, we will 
give you the he/she/it form in the vocabulary. This one form is enough to know. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Books  & bookstores

 
 

In Germany, even nowadays, you can still find both - large chain stores that offer a wide 
selection of books, but also small privately owned shops that will have to order in almost all 
books for you. In larger bookstores, you will find areas where you can sit down with your book 
before buying it, even enjoying a coffee and some cake in the store-owned coffeeshop, while 
in smaller stores, reading a book you have not bought yet might be frowned upon. 

Especially in larger cities, you will find bookstores that offer a wide selection of English books - 
for example in Berlin, "Dussmann", located in the prestigious area in the Friedrichstraße, has 
his own English bookstore in a separate building where you can feel almost as if you are in an 
English speaking country. 

Many Germans love to show their books to other people, the shelves in the living room are 
filled with books. Therefore, reading recommendations and general talk about books are 
popular subjects in Germany. While some people enjoy audio books espcially for long car 
drives or other journeys, many Germans love to read a book. Both novels and so called 
"Sachbücher" (non-fiction books) are well-loved. 
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: So, Paul, was machst du jetzt?

2. Paul: Ich fahre nach Hause und esse etwas. Ich habe Hunger.

3. Sarah: Ich auch. Hast du heute Abend schon etwas vor?

4. Paul: Wir haben noch keine neuen Vokabeln, also werde ich vielleicht 
etwas Grammatik lernen.

5. Sarah: Bah! Grammatik lernen wir in der Schule. Ich werde heute Abend 
ausgehen. Kommst du mit?

6. Paul: Wohin wirst du gehen?

7. Sarah: Ein Freund von mir, Simon, wird heute im „International Pub“ Jazz 
spielen. Danach werden wir zusammen etwas trinken.

8. Paul: Klingt gut. Ich komme mit.

ENGLISH

1. Sarah: So, Paul, what are you doing now?

2. Paul: I'm going home and eating something. I'm hungry.

3. Sarah: Me too. Do you have something planned this evening?

4. Paul: We don't have any new vocabulary, so maybe I'll study some 
grammar.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Sarah: Bah! We study grammar in school. I'm going out tonight. Are you 
coming?

6. Paul: To where will you go?

7. Sarah: My friend, Simon, will play jazz today in the "International Pub". After 
that, we'll drink something together.

8. Paul: Sounds good. I'm coming along.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

machen to make, to do verb weak verb

danach afterwards conjunction

spielen to play verb weak verb

Freund (male) friend noun

masculine; add -in 
for female friend; 
plural: Freunde

wohin where to question word

heute today noun

vorhaben to plan, intend verb

„vor“ splits off; ich 
habe vor, ich hatte 

vor, ich habe 
vorgehabt

Haus house noun plural: Häuser

fahren

to drive, ride a 
vehicle as a 

passenger, or to go 
but not by foot

verb

not just when you 
are the driver, not 
just for cars (also 
bicycles, buses, 

trains...)
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jetzt now adverb

klingen to sound verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich m ache Kaffee.
 

I am making coffee.

Kurz danach verstum m te d ie  Musik 

und a l le  schauten zur Bühne.
 

Shortly afterwards the music fell silent and 
everybody looked towards the stage.

Musst du wieder G i tarre spie len?
 

Do you have to play the guitar again?

Mein Hund wi l l  im m er spie len.
 

My dog always wants to play.

Heute g ibt es Fre ibier in  der 

Al tstadt.
 

Today there is free beer [available] in the 
old town.

Hast du m orgen schon was vor?
 

Do you already plan something for 
tomorrow?

Mein Haus ist n icht groß.
 

My house isn't big.

Du m usst auf der rechten S ei te  

fahren.
 

You have to drive on the right side.

Wir fahren nach Deutschland.
 

We go to Germany.

Ich m öchte je tzt gehen.
 

I want to go now.

Wo wohnst du je tzt?
 

Where do you live now?

Das kl ingt gut.
 

Sounds good.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „nach Hause“ is a set expression meaning „going home“. It's actually just a combination of 
„nach“ (to) and „Haus“ (house), where „house“ implies your own house, your home. The -e at 
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the end of „Hause“ is a relic of old times when certain prepositions required words to add an -
e. This is no longer done today, so „nach Hause“ has to be considered a set expression. 
 2. A lot of separable verbs start with „mit-“ (with). This has the same meaning as „along“ in 
English. For example „mitkommen“ (to come along), „mitgehen“ (to go along), „mittrinken“ (to 
have a drink along with other people) and „mitessen“ (to share a meal). 
 3. „Klingt gut“ is a literal equivalent of the English expression „sounds good“. You can say 
„klingt gut“ or „das klingt gut“, both work. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  fu ture  tense  
Wohin  wirst du  gehen?  
"To  where  wi l l  you  go?" 
 
 

The future tense (Zukunft) is formed using a form of the auxiliary “werden” and the infinitive of 
the verb that you meant to use. “werden” is conjugated similarly to a vowel-changing verb. ich 
werde, du wirst, er wird, wir werden, ihr werdet, sie werden . 
 The future tense is easier than the present tense because all verbs are regular in the future 
tense and also splitting verbs are never split for this. However, there is one thing you'll get 
used to. Whenever there is more than one verb in a sentence, the second verb has to go to 
the very end of the sentence, after everything else. This is the case here as well. If the phrase 
is „He will only understand it later because he is that stupid“, then Germans will say the 
equivalent of „He will it, because he is that stupid, only later understand“. We'll work with 
simpler phrases for now though. Germans rarely use such convoluted phrases in everyday 
speech. 
 Just remember that the verb goes at the end of the sentence. And the forms of „werden“ are 
ich werde, du wirst, er wird, wir werden, ihr werdet, sie werden . 
 Some German example sentences using the future tense below. 
 Er wird es verstehen. - He will understand [it]. 
Was wirst du in Deutschland machen? - What will you do in Germany? 
Ich werde viel Bier trinken. – I will drink a lot of beer. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

G oing  out 

In Germany, you can only really go out (in the sense of going outside to enjoy the sun) when 
the weather agrees to that. Several months of the year, it will be simply to cold to sit outside. 
However, if the sun is shining and the weather is hot, all cafés and restaurants will bring out 
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their folding chairs and tables so that people can enjoy their drinks and meals in the sun. 

But as the weather is rather inconsistent in Germany, you often make appointments and 
arrangements to meet inside, for example at somebody's place, or to got to a club or the 
movies. 

If you meet with someone, this ususally has to have a reason, you do not meet with someone 
just to hang out - it does not have to be a "good" reason however - wanting to watch TV, 
listening to music together, or playing video games are all valid reasons to meet someone. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: Was haben Sie heute noch vor, Herr Martens?

2. Paul Martens: Ich möchte heute etwas von der Stadt sehen, und heute Abend 
werde ich mit einer neuen Freundin in den International Pub gehen.

3. Frau Schneider: Schön! Aber es soll heute regnen. Werden Sie trotzdem die Stadt 
besichtigen?

4. Paul Martens: Es regnet noch nicht. Die Sonne scheint.

5. Frau Schneider: Wir werden später sehen. Morgen soll es auf jeden Fall schön 
werden.

6. Paul Martens: Soll ich morgen die Stadt besichtigen?

7. Frau Schneider: Vielleicht sollten wir morgen zusammen in die Stadt fahren.

8. Paul: Ah, das klingt gut.

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: What are you planning for the rest of today, Mr. Martens?

2. Paul Martens: I would like to see some of the city today, and this evening I will go 
to the International Pub with a new friend.

3. Mrs. Schneider: Great! But it's supposed to rain today. Will you look around the city 
despite that?

4. Paul Martens: It's not raining yet. The sun is shining.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Mrs. Schneider: We will see later. Tomorrow it's supposed to be nice, in any case.

6. Paul Martens: Should I go look around the city tomorrow?

7. Mrs. Schneider: Perhaps we should go to the city together tomorrow.

8. Paul: Ah, that sounds good.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

sehen to see verb
vowel-changing 

verb: e -> ie

Fall case; fall noun; masculine, der plural: Fälle

später later adverb

scheinen to shine, to seem verb weak verb

Sonne sun noun
feminine; plural: 

Sonnen

besichtigen to tour, inspect verb weak verb

trotzdem despite that, anyway

regnen to rain
verb; the noun is "der 

Regen"(the rain)
the noun is "der 
Regen"(the rain)

sollen shall; be supposed to verb

schön nice, pretty adjective

werden to become verb

ich werde, du wirst, 
er wird, wir werden, 

ihr werdet, sie 
werden;

Also used as a future 
marker and passive 

marker!
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SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich sehe e in  gutes Café.
 

I see a good café.

Welchen Fi lm  m öchtest du sehen?
 

Which movie would you like to see?

Dies ist Inspektor Browns neuester 

Fal l .
 

This is inspector Brown's newest case.

Wenn sich d ie  Chance bie te t,  dann 

werde ich sie  auf jeden Fal l  

ergre i fen.
 

If the opportunity presents itself I'll most 
definitely take it out.

Es wi rd später Regen geben.
 

There will be rain later.

Es scheint,  a ls ob es später regnen 

wi rd .
 

It seems as if it will rain later on.

Die S onne scheint heute.
 

The sun is shining today.

Die S onne ist untergegangen.
 

The sun has gone down.

Ich m öchte das 

S chokoladenm useum  in  Köln 

besichtigen.
 

I would like to visit the chocolate museum 
in Cologne.

Wann können wi r d ie  Wohnung 

besichtigen?
 

When can we inspect the apartment?

Er war sich n icht sicher,  tro tzdem  

denke ich,  dass er kom m en wi rd .
 

He wasn't sure, however I think that he'll 
come.

Er m ag Rosenkohl  n icht,  aber er 

isst ihn tro tzdem .
 

He doesn't like Brussels sprouts, but he 
eats it anyway.

Wahrschein l ich wi rd es regnen.
 

It will probably rain.

Ich so l l te  m ich zuerst duschen.
 

I should shower first.

Wohin so l l  d ie  Reise gehen?
 

Where is your journey supposed to go to?

Es ist schön,  dass S ie da sind.
 

It's nice that you're there.
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Wenn m an sie  fragt,  w i rd  sie  ro t.
 

When you ask her, she blushes (= 
becomes red).

Der Lebenslauf so l l te  im m er dem  

J ob angepasst werden,  für den S ie 

sich bewerben.
 

A resume should always be costumized 
according to the job you apply for.

Wahrschein l ich wi rd es regnen.
 

It will probably rain.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. heute noch means „for the rest of the day“ 
2. „Freundin“ is the female version of „Freund“. In German, the gender generally has to be 
indicated. Fortunately it's not difficult; just add -in to the end of most words for professions, 
nationalities and so on. 
3. „auf jeden Fall“ is an expression. It means „in any case“. „auf jeden Fall“ is an almost literal 
translation from the English, so this should not give you any trouble. 
4. „werden“ as a main verb means „to become“. The forms are the same as when you use 
„werden“ for the future tense, so don't get confused. You can tell the two apart by seeing if 
there's an infinitive to go with it. The future tense „werden“ always needs an infinitive, it 
doesn't make sense alone. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  sol len  

„sollen“ (shall) is a modal verb. German modal verbs behave almost exactly like regular 
verbs. There are just two changes – the „I“ and the „he/she/it“ form are both just the verb stem, 
so „soll“ in this case. Instead of the expected „ich solle“ and „er sollt“, you get „ich soll“ and „er 
soll“. Here's a complete table of this verb's conjugation. 
 ich soll - ich arbeite 
du sollst – du arbeitest 
er soll – er arbeitet 
wir sollen – wir arbeiten 
ihr sollt – ihr arbeitet 
sie sollen – sie arbeiten 
 „sollen“ is used to talk about things you have to do, for example „meine Eltern sagen, ich soll 
heute viel lernen“ (my parents say I shall study a lot today). When saying what somebody else 
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should do, it's more polite to use the conditional form however, which is „sollte“. „er sollte 
gehen“ means „he should go“. Without knowing the conditional tense, you can just conjugate 
„sollte“ the same as „sollen“. 
 There's one final use case we should mention though. „es soll“ is also used for „it's supposed 
to“, particularly when talking about the weather. „Morgen soll die Sonne scheinen“ means 
„tomorrow the sun is supposed to shine“. This makes „sollen“ unavoidable when talking about 
the weather report. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

G erm an  weather

 

The weather in Germany is quite typical for its region. As in the remaining countries of central 
Europe, a temperate cool and cloudy weather dominates. The weather in the northern part of 
Germany is influenced by winds from the North Sea most of the time, so temperatures over 
28°C (82 F) in summer and below -10°C (14 F) in winter are uncommon. 
 
If you want to do winter sports during Christmas time, you either have to visit the southern part 
of Germany or one of the indoor-skiing centers that have become very popular in recent years 
in the northern part of Germany. This has not so much to do with the weather, but with the fact 
that the northern part of Germany is rather flat and there are no mountains. 
 
In Germany, there are four distinct seasons. Spring is generally around 10°C (50 F). The 
temperature in autumn is the same, and both seasons are rainy while the autumn can 
sometimes bring storms. Extreme weather phenomena such as hurricanes have been 
virtually unknown in Germany until recently. Floods may happen along major rivers but 
earthquakes are not a concern for Germans. 
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: Hallo!

2. Paul: Ähm... spreche ich mit Sarah?

3. Sarah: Ja. Wer ist da?

4. Paul: Ich bin's, Paul.

5. Sarah: Ach, hallo Paul! Wie geht’s?

6. Paul: Gut, danke. Also... wegen heute Abend...

7. Sarah: Ja?

8. Paul: Wann sollen wir uns treffen?

9. Sarah: Also mein Freund spielt um halb elf, aber ich werde schon früher da 
sein.

10. Paul: Wie früh?

11. Sarah: Vielleicht komme ich um Viertel nach zehn, oder um zehn Uhr.

12. Paul: Mit dem Bus bin ich entweder um fünf vor zehn oder um zehn Uhr 
zwölf da.

13. Sarah: Dann nimm den Bus um zehn Uhr zwölf, dann bin ich auf jeden 
Fall da.

14. Paul: Okay, dann sehen wir uns heute Abend um Viertel nach zehn im 
International Pub!

CONT'D OVER
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15. Sarah: Okay, bis dann!

ENGLISH

1. Sarah: Hello!

2. Paul: Uhh... am I speaking with Sarah?

3. Sarah: Yes. Who's there?

4. Paul: It's me, Paul.

5. Sarah: Oh, hello Paul! How's it going?

6. Paul: Good, thanks. So... about this evening...

7. Sarah: Yes?

8. Paul: When should we meet?

9. Sarah: Well, my friend plays at 10:30, but I will be there earlier.

10. Paul: How early?

11. Sarah: Perhaps I'll come at quarter past ten, or at ten o'clock.

12. Paul: With the bus I'll be there either at five minutes before ten, or at 10:12.

13. Sarah: Then take the bus at the avenue at 10:12, I will definitely be there.

CONT'D OVER
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14. Paul: Okay, then see you this evening at quarter past ten in the 
International Pub!

15. Sarah: Okay, until then!

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

wer who pronoun

vor before; ... ago preposition

Viertel quarter, borough noun neuter

früh early adjective, adverb

halb half adjective

um around preposition

treffen to meet verb

uns us pronoun

wann when adverb

wegen because of preposition

dann then expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Wer ist das?
 

Who is that?

Ich warte vor dem  Bahnhof auf d ich.
 

I'm waiting for you in front of the train 
station.
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Vor e iner Woche warst du noch 

dagegen.
 

A week ago you were still against it.

Fünfundz wanz ig J ahre sind e in  

Vierte l  e ines J ahrhunderts.
 

Twenty-five years are a quarter of a 
century.

Es ist schon Vierte l  vor fünf.
 

It's already a quarter to five.

Es ist früh am  Morgen.
 

It is early in the morning.

Es ist je tz t ha lb z ehn.
 

It is now half past nine. (half ten)

Mein Urgroßvater ist e in  sehr a l ter 

Mann. Er hat schon e ine halbe 

G latz e. Aber er erz ähl t o ft sehr 

in teressante G eschichten aus 

se inem  Leben.
 

My great-grandfather is a very old man. 
His head is half bald already. But he often 
tells very interesting stories from his life.

Er steht jeden Morgen um  8 Uhr 

auf.
 

He gets up at 8am every morning.

Autos rasen um  d ie  

Autorennstrecke.
 

Cars speed around the auto racing track.

Ich würde gerne de ine Fam i l ie  

tre ffen.
 

I would love to meet your parents.

Ich werde d ich um  10:00 Uhr 

abends am  Bahnhof tre ffen.
 

I will meet you at 10 PM in front of the 
station.

Ich tre ffe  je tz t m einen neuen Boss.
 

I am meeting my new boss now.

Lass uns heute ausruhen.
 

Let's relax today.

Wann kom m st du?
 

When will you come (over)?

Wegen der Vogelgrippe sind vie le  

Leute n icht nach Asien gere ist.
 

Because of the bird flu many people didn't 
travel to Asia.
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Okay,  dann sehen wi r uns nächste 

Woche.
 

Ok, then, I'll see you next week.

Morgen arbei te  ich und dann fl iege 

ich nach Boston.
 

Tomorrow I work and then I fly to Boston.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Wie geht’s?“ is a colloquial short version of „Wie geht es dir?“ 
2. „treffen“ (to meet) is a funny verb in German, because Germans literally say „we meet us“ 
or „we meet ourselves“. Hence the unexpected „uns“ in „wir treffen uns“. 
3. „früh“ means „early“, so „früher“ means „earlier“. In German, the comparative form of 
adjectives is always made by adding -er. I shouldn't tell you this yet though, because it will be 
a topic in the intermediate series. 
4. „Bis dann“ is a common informal way of saying goodbye, like „see you!“. You could also 
use „bis“ with other words, for example „Bis morgen!“ (see you tomorrow) or „Bis heute 
Abend!“ (see you tonight). 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  tim e  of day. 
Mein  Freund  spie l t um  halb el f 
"My  fr iend  plays  at 10:30" 
 
 

In German, there are different ways to give the time. The most common one is to name the 
nearest quarter of the hour. 
 Um ____ 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Cal l ing  G erm ans

 

When calling a home line in Germany, most people will say their name immediately after 
picking up the receiver in order to let you know whether you have reached the right person. 
They expect the same from you as the caller. If they just said their name, then your answer 
should definitely include your name. It may be just your name or it may be your name with a 
greeting, but if you fail to say who you are altogether, quite a few people will get annoyed or 
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hang up. It’s not just a common courtesy, it also distinguishes you from people that have no 
business calling, such as telemarketers. 
 
If you want to talk to somebody else in the household, you should still say your name before 
asking for the phone to be passed over. If you want to be really polite, you should also have a 
brief conversation with whoever answered the phone before requesting that, especially if you 
are acquainted with the person. 
 
These rules about always stating your name are obviously relaxed when calling somebody's 
cellphone or when calling a foreigner. In today's dialog, both of these conditions are met, so 
we don't hear the typical beginning. A German homephone conversation would most likely 
more be like 
-  Sarah. 
-  Paul hier. Hallo Sarah. 
-  Ah, Paul! Wie geht's? 
which introduces the the two people speaking to each other a lot faster. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul: Hallo Sarah!

2. Sarah: Hallo Paul! Da bist du ja! Das ist mein Freund Simon.

3. Paul: Hallo Simon. Ich bin Paul.

4. Simon: Hallo. Entschuldigung, ich spiele in zehn Minuten und habe jetzt 
keine Zeit.

5. Paul: Kein Problem. Wir sehen uns später noch.

6. Simon: Okay, bis später!

7. Sarah: Bis später, Simon!

8. Paul: Ich habe Durst. Gibt es eine Karte hier?

9. Paul: Oh, da ist schon die Kellnerin.

10. Kellnerin: Was möchten Sie trinken?

11. Paul: Ich bin mir noch nicht sicher. Was haben Sie?

12. Kellnerin: Ähm... Wir haben zehn Sorten Bier, verschiedene Weine, Cocktails, 
Longdrinks, oder auch Säfte, Bionade, Kaffee, Tee…

13. Sarah: Ich hätte auf jeden Fall gern ein Berliner Pilsener.

14. Paul: Oh... ich nehme einfach auch ein Berliner Pilsener.

15. Kellnerin: Sehr gut. Sonst noch etwas?

CONT'D OVER
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16. Sarah: Nein.

17. Paul: Im Moment nicht, vielleicht später.

ENGLISH

1. Paul: Hello, Sarah!

2. Sarah: Hello Paul! There you are! This is my friend Simon.

3. Paul: Hello Simon. I'm Paul.

4. Simon: Hello. Excuse me, I play in ten minutes and don't have time now.

5. Paul: No problem. See you again later.

6. Simon: Okay, until later!

7. Sarah: Until later, Simon!

8. Paul: I'm thirsty. Is there a menu here?

9. Paul: Oh, there's the waitress already.

10. Waitress: What would you like to drink?

11. Paul: I'm not sure yet. What do you have?

12. Waitress: Umm... We have ten types of beer, various wines, cocktails, long 
drinks, or also juices, organic lemonades, coffee, tea...

CONT'D OVER
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13. Sarah: In any case, I'd like to have a Berliner Pilsener.

14. Paul: Oh... I'll also just take a Berliner Pilsener.

15. Waitress: Very good. Anything else?

16. Sarah: No.

17. Paul: Not right now, maybe later.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

Zeit time noun; feminine, die plural: Zeiten

sonst
otherwise, other 

than that conjunction

hätte gern would like
expression; literally: 
would have gladly

literally: would have 
gladly

Saft juice noun plural: Säfte

Wein wine noun plural: Weine

verschieden different

Bier beer noun

neuter; plural: Biere; 
plural is only used 
when talking about 

different types of beer

Sorte
sort, kind, type, 
variety, species noun; feminine, die plural: Sorten

sicher sure adjective

Kellnerin waitress noun
feminine; male form 
would be “Kellner” 
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Karte
card; menu; map; 

ticket noun, feminine, die
feminine; plural: 

Karten

Durst thirst noun; masculine, der no plural

Problem problem noun; neuter, das plural: Probleme

Moment moment noun; masculine, der plural: Momente

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Die Zei ten ändern sich.
 

Times change.

Ich habe je tzt Ze i t.
 

I have time now.

Magst du de in 

Weihnachtsgeschenk? S onst 

verkaufe es doch.
 

Do you like your Christmas present? 
Otherwise just sell it.

Ich hätte  gern e in  Bier.
 

I would like a beer.

Möchtest du Orangensaft oder 

l ieber Apfe lsaft?
 

Do you want orange juice or rather apple 
juice?

Zur Zei t m uss ich dre i  versch iedene 

S orten Medizin  nehm en.
 

At the moment I have to take three 
different types of medicine.

J eder Deutsche trinkt im  

Durchschni tt 110 Li ter Bier pro J ahr.
 

On average, every German drinks 110 
liters of beer per year.

Ist Bier teuer in  Deutsch land?
 

Is beer expensive in Germany?

Ich hätte  gern e in  Bier.
 

I would like a beer.

Ich tr inke ke in  Bier.
 

I don't drink any beer.
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Es g ibt vie le  Biersorten in  

Deutsch land,  zum  Beispie l  Pi ls,  Al t,  

Weizen...
 

There are many types of beer in Germany, 
for example pilsner, alt, wheat beer...

Zur Zei t m uss ich dre i  versch iedene 

S orten Medizin  nehm en.
 

At the moment I have to take three 
different types of medicine.

Bist du d i r sicher?
 

Are you sure?

Die Kel lnerin  ist w i rkl ich lahm .
 

The waitress is really lame.

Kontro l leur: Ihre Fahrkarten bi tte !
 

Controller: Your tickets please!

Kann ich bi tte  d ie  Karte  sehen?
 

Can I see the menu please?

Läufst du im m er deinen Problem en 

davon?
 

Are you always running from your 
problems?

Diese S ache m acht m i r Problem e.
 

This thing is troublesome to me.

Mom ent,  ich kom m e g le ich.
 

One sec, I'll be there right away.

Im  Mom ent ist der Vornam e 

'Christian ' w ieder sehr be l iebt.
 

Right now 'Christian' is very popular as a 
first name again.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Durst haben“ (to have thirst) is what Germans say instead of „to be thirsty“. The adjective 
„durstig“ (thirsty) exists, but it's not commonly used. The same goes for saying that you're 
hungry – it's „ich habe Hunger“ (I have hunger), rather than „I am hungry“. 
2. „ich bin mir sicher“ is an expression meaning „I am sure“. Just accept that there will be an 
extra „mir“ in the German sentence. Languages don't have to make sense. For the 1st person 
plural, this phrase would be „wir sind uns sicher“ (we are certain). There is always an extra 
pronoun in there because the phrase is reflexive in German. 
3. „hätte gern“ literally translates to „would gladly have“, however it's the most common 
phrase when placing an order. It doesn't matter if you're ordering a drink, some food, or even 
non-food items like clothing, you can always express your wishes with „ich hätte gern“. 

GRAMMAR
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The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  noun  plura ls,  part 1 
Wir  haben  zehn  S orten  Bier  
"We  have  10 types  of beer" 
 
 

Today we shall look at the plural in German. Unfortunately, there are several different ways of 
forming the plural in German, it's not as straight-forward as in English, otherwise we would 
have talked about it much earlier. Instead, we let you get a feel for the typical shape of 
German words, and armed with this, you will find it easier to understand the plural. Today we 
shall look at three different ways of forming the plural. 
 First, there are the words that add -s, like in English. These will be the easiest for you. Words 
like „Cocktail“, „Longdrink“, „Team“, „Handy“ or „Hobby“ will simply add an -s, like in English 
(except that it's „Hobbys“ and not „hobbies“ in German). A lot of words derived from foreign 
languages work this way, and abbreviations do, too. „Auto“ is short for „automobile“ and the 
plural is „Autos“. 
 Next, there is a large group of words that add -en. These are largely feminine words – if you 
know that a word is feminine, assume that the plural ending is -en. A lot of feminine words 
already end in -e; these will simply add -n of course. German has almost no cases of double 
vowels. Example words from our lessons; Vokabeln, Nummern, Grammatiken, Uhren, 
Minuten, Frauen, Namen, Schulen, Anmeldungen, Entschuldigungen – for the last two, 
there's actually a general rule. All nouns ending in -ung will use -ungen for plural, and they're 
all feminine as well. 
 Finally, most masculine words will add -e for plural. If they already end in -e, like „Gebäude“, 
then they will simply stay the same. For those that add an -e, you need to be careful though; 
some of them additionally add an Umlaut to their vowel, like the word „Saft – Säfte“ in this 
lesson. More examples; Jahre, Abende, Busse, Brote, Geschenke, Gäste, Städte, Tage. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

S pecia l  G erm an  drinks

 
 

There are a few special drinks you can get only in Germany. 

There is the "Berliner Weiße" (Berlin White) for example. While the drink originated from 
Berlin, you can get it almost everywhere in northern Germany. Normally, Berliner Weiße is 
just a type of wheat beer, what makes it special is a shot - making it a "Berliner Weiße mit 
Schuss" (Berlin White with shot). The "shot" consists of sweet syrup that is added to the beer, 
typical flavours include raspberry and woodruff. Many people find it quite tasty as it lessens the 
bitter taste beer sometimes possesses. 
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A non alcoholic special drink is "Fassbrause" (lit. keg lemonade). Depending if you are in 
Berlin or in another part of eastern Germany, the drink will be beer coloured or possess a 
deep red colour. While bearing the same name, both drinks taste completely different and 
most people will only like one or the other and not both. Additionally, Fassbrause in total is 
almost unheard of in southern Germany. The general taste is either of herbs or apples. 

A newer type of drink is "Bionade" (combination of "bio" and "lemonade") which got popular as 
a healthier drink and was drunk by the alternative, independent crowd, but then the drink 
became popular in all circles, the company sold the receipt to Coca Cola, and "Bionade" is 
now frowned-upon by alternative intelectuals. 
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: Wie findest du Deutschland, Paul?

2. Paul: Es ist nicht schlecht. Es gibt viele alte Gebäude und viel Grün. Ich 
bin noch nicht lange hier, aber ich denke, dass ich eine schöne Zeit 
in Deutschland haben werde.

3. Paul: Und du? Wie findest du Deutschland?

4. Sarah: Bitte? Ich wohne ja schon seit zwei Jahren hier.

5. Paul: Es interessiert mich trotzdem, wie du es findest.

6. Sarah: Es ist etwas kalt hier im Moment, aber ich wohne gerne in 
Deutschland. Ich mag die Menschen.

7. Paul: Und das Bier! Ich bin sicher, dass es in Spanien nicht so gutes Bier 
gibt.

8. Sarah: Warum?

9. Paul: Ähm... die Menschen in Spanien mögen Wein lieber, oder?

10. Sarah: Vielleicht. Meine Eltern trinken viel Wein, aber meine Freunde und 
ich nicht. Wir mögen Bier lieber.

ENGLISH

1. Sarah: How do you find Germany, Paul?

CONT'D OVER
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2. Paul: It's not bad. There are lots of old buildings and lots of green. I 
haven't been here for long, but I think that I'll have a nice time in 
Germany.

3. Paul: And you? How do you find Germany?

4. Sarah: Excuse me? I've lived here for two years already.

5. Paul: I'm nevertheless interested in what you think of it.

6. Sarah: It's somewhat cold here at the moment, but I like living in Germany. 
I like the people.

7. Paul: And the beer! I'm sure that there isn't such good beer in Spain.

8. Sarah: Why?

9. Paul: Umm... the people in Spain prefer wine, don't they?

10. Sarah: Perhaps. My parents drink lots of wine, but my friends and I don't. 
We prefer beer.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

finden to find verb
ich finde, ich fand, 
ich habe gefunden

warum why question word
synonymous with 

“wieso”

Mensch human noun; masculine, der plural: Menschen
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mögen to like verb

ich mag, du magst, 
er mag, wir mögen, 
ihr mögt, sie mögen. 

Past tense: er 
mochte.

kalt cold adjective

mich me personal pronoun Accusative of "ich"

interessieren (für) to interest, intrigue verb weak verb

denken to think verb

lang long, a long time adjective

grün green adjective

alt old adjective

schlecht bad adjective

lieb dear, cherished

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hast du den Treffpunkt gut 

gefunden?
 

Did you easily find the meeting-point?

Ich finde d ieses Lied wi rkl ich 

langwei l ig .
 

I find this song to be really boring.

Warum  dauert das so lange?
 

Why is this taking so long?

Manche Menschen bekom m en 

schon sehr früh e ine G latze. Aber 

es g ibt im m er wieder Fäl le ,  denen 

das wi rkl ich steht.
 

Some people get a bald head very early. 
But there are always cases, for whom it 
looks good.

Er ist e in  ehrl icher Mensch.
 

He is an honest person.

Al le  Menschen sind g le ich.
 

All men are equal.
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Ich m ag d ieses Lied.
 

I like this song.

Er m ag Rosenkohl  n icht,  aber er 

isst ihn tro tzdem .
 

He doesn't like Brussels sprouts, but he 
eats it anyway.

Heute ist es ka l t.
 

Today it's cold.

Verstehst du m ich,  wenn ich auf 

Engl isch spreche?
 

Do you understand me when I speak on 
(in) English?

Ist das Paket für m ich?
 

Is that package for me?

Habt ihr noch Platz für m ich?
 

Do you still have some space for me?

Ich denke,  dass er das schon 

schaffen wi rd .
 

I think that he will manage (it).

Wie lang bist du schon h ier?
 

How long have you been here?

Vor dem  G eschäft war e ine lange 

S chlange.
 

In front of the shop there was a long line.

Möchtest du e inen grünen Tee?
 

Would you like some green tea?

G rüner S alat ist sehr gesund.
 

Green salad is very healthy.

Der Mann ist sehr a l t.
 

The man is very old.

Dieses Gebäude ist 100 J ahre a l t.
 

This building is 100 years old.

Du bist e in  sehr sch lechtes Beispie l  

für d ie  Kinder.
 

You are a very bad example to the kids.

Lieber Hans, ...
 

Dear Hans,...

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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1. „Bitte?“ is something you can say if you didn't understand. „Was?“ serves the same 
purpose, but it's less polite. 
2. „lieber“ literally means „dearer“, but „lieber mögen“ is an expression best translated as „to 
prefer“. There is no better way to express „to prefer“ in German, unless you're looking for 
something really stiff. Note that „Lieber“ is also the most common way to start an informal 
letter in German. Write „Lieber Paul“ or „Liebe Sarah“ - for women, the final -r is dropped. This 
is the same as writing „Dear so-and-so“ in English. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  m ögen,  and  word  order  in  subclauses  
Die  Menschen  in  S panien  m ögen  Wein  l ieber,  oder?  
"The  people  in  S pain  prefer  wine,  don't they?" 
 
 

„mögen“ (to like) is another irregular German verb. In this lesson’s dialog you have 
encountered several forms of it, such as „ich mag“, „wir mögen“ and „sie mögen“. „mögen“ 
behaves like a modal verb. So, like „sollen“, it doesn't get the -e or -t ending in the singular. In 
fact, we're dealing with two different stems for this verb – everything in the singular is based 
off „mag“ and everything in the plural is based off „mög“. The complete forms are; ich mag, du 
magst, er mag, wir mögen, ihr mögt, sie mögen. 
 This is an extremely useful verb when talking about what you like and dislike, so learn it well! 
Also, you will find that almost all modal verbs do this split between singular and plural forms, 
using a different stem or a different vowel to keep them apart. 
 Another quick thing I wanted to mention today is that the word order in German subclauses is 
messed up. In subclauses, all verbs go to the very end of the sentence, as if there was 
already another verb present in the sentence. That's why this dialog contained sentences like 
„ich denke, dass ich eine schöne Zeit in Deutschland haben werde“. This means „I think that I 
a nice time in Germany have will“ – or, for the poor non-Germans among us, „I think that I will 
have a nice time in Germany“. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Paul and Sarah are two foreigners talking about what they like about Germany, but actual 
Germans may have said much the same. 
 
Germany is unlike other countries in the way that patriotism is discouraged. If a Germans 
hears another German state that they are proud to be German, or something along those 
lines, they will aks themselves immediatly if that person might belong to the extreme right 
wing. The same can be said if you see someone carrying a German flag, with the notable 
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exception of the time of the soccer world cup, the Olympic games or another sporting event 
taking place. There are very few Germans who will show a German flag openly, and many 
find it strange that for example US Americans display their countries' flag for exampleon a 
pole in their garden. 
 
This does not necessarily mean that Germans despise their country. After attending history 
classes, there are a few who turn to self-loathing, or who embrace the idea of the European 
Union with unnatural fervor. However, the majority of Germans are silently attached to 
Germany, and favor their country in the same way as other nations do. 

However, you might often encounter Germans that are very openly proud of the region or city 
they are from - even if they haven't lived there for years or decades. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul: Ahh, da kommt die Kellnerin wieder.

2. Kellnerin: Zwei Berliner Pilsener.

3. Paul: Danke. … Prost!

4. Sarah: Prost!

5. Paul: Mhmm, lecker! Ich lieb' deutsches Bier.

6. Sarah: Ja, ich mag's auch sehr gern.

7. Paul: 'Tschuldigung! Noch 'n Bier bitte!

8. Kellnerin: Kommt sofort.

9. Sarah: Für mich lieber kein Bier mehr. Ich nehm' 'ne Cola.

10. Paul: Warum?

11. Sarah: Ich fühl' mich nich' so gut.

12. Paul: Oh.

13. Sarah: Und morgen früh hab' ich Unterricht.

14. Paul: Ich ja auch. Von zwei Bier werd' ich nich' blau.

15. Sarah: Egal.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Paul: Ahh, there comes the waitress again.

2. Waitress: Two Berliner Pilsener.

3. Paul: Thanks. ... Cheers!

4. Sarah: Cheers!

5. Paul: Mhmm, tasty! I love German beer.

6. Sarah: Yes, I like it a lot too.

7. Paul: 'scuse me! 'nother beer please!

8. Waitress: Coming right up.

9. Sarah: I'd rather not have any more beer. I'll take a cola.

10. Paul: Why?

11. Sarah: I don't feel so good.

12. Paul: Oh

13. Sarah: And tomorrow morning I have class.

14. Paul: Me too. I'm not going to get drunk from two beers.

15. Sarah: Whatever.

VOCABULARY
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German English Class Gender

wieder again adverb

blau blue adjective

Unterricht instruction, class noun; masculine, der always singular

fühlen to feel verb weak verb

mehr more adverb

sofort immediately adverb

lieben to love verb

lecker yummy, delicious adjective

Prost cheers expression

egal doesn't matter adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Musst du wieder G i tarre spie len?
 

Do you have to play the guitar again?

Wieso ist der Him m el  blau?
 

Why is the sky blue?

Kann ich das ro te  Kle id  zu den 

blauen S chuhen anziehen?
 

Can I wear the red dress together with the 
blue shoes? (Implied: do they match?)

Der Unterricht ist langwei l ig  - 

im m er so l len wi r lernen!
 

Class is boring - we're always supposed to 
learn!

Muttersprachler bie te t günstigen 

Französischunterricht.
 

Native speaker offers cheap French 
lessons.

Vie le Arbei tnehm er füh len sich je tzt 

betrogen.
 

Many employees now feel cheated.
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Möchtest du noch m ehr?
 

Would you like (even) more?

Legen S ie n icht sofort w ieder auf,  

ich m uss Ihnen etwas Wichtiges 

sagen!
 

Don't hang up immediately again, I have 
to tell you something important!

Nach dem  Essen m öchte ich sofort 

nach Hause fahren.
 

After the meal I immediately want to drive 
home.

Kom m t sofort.
 

Coming up immediately.

Ich l iebe d ich.
 

I love you.

In  Deutschland g ibt es richtig  

leckere Würstchen.
 

In Germany there are really delicious 
sausages.

Es ist m i r egal .
 

It doesn't matter to me.

Manche Dinge wol len e in fach ke in  

Ende nehm en,  egal  wie gern m an 

m i t ihnen abschl ießen m öchte.
 

Some things just seem to never end, no 
matter how desperate one wishes to 
conclude them.

Egal  was d ie  Leute sagen,  das ist es e in fach wert!
 

No matter what people say, this is simply worth it!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Deutsch“ (German) is not just the name of the language, it is also an adjective. As an 
adjective, it is spelled with a small letter and it acquires the typical adjective endings, as in 
„deutsches Bier“. 2. „mehr“ normally means „more“, but in a negative sentence it means „not 
anymore“. For example, „es gibt kein Bier mehr“ means „there is no beer anymore“ or „they 
are out of beer“. 3. „fühlen“ is like „treffen“ in that it comes with an extra pronoun. We literally 
say „I feel me good“ instead of „I feel good“. 4. Since German uses the same word for 
„morning“ and for „tomorrow“, I bet some of you have wondered how to say „tomorrow 
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morning“. Well, it is NOT „morgen Morgen“. Instead, we say „morgen früh“, as in „early 
tomorrow“. 5. „blau“ doesn't just mean „blue“, it is also slang for „drunk“. Unlike in English, it 
cannot mean „sad“. 

GRAMMAR

G ram m ar Point 

The focus of this lesson is colloquial German 

Today I want us to look at cases where spoken German and written German don't match up. 
Quite apart from any dialects and sociolects, there are some things that can be noticed across 
Germany and across all generations. 

For example, the final -e of verb forms is almost always dropped if the verb stem is short. 
People will say “ich denk'” and not “ich denke”, “ich nehm'” and not “ich nehme”, “ich hab'” 
and not “ich habe” and so on. When writing down this form, for example in song lyrics or 
transcriptions of speech, Germans typically indicate this missing -e with an apostrophe in its 
place. 

The apostrophe is also used when the E of “es” is missing in phrases like “Wie geht's?” or “Ich 
mag's auch”. “es” is very often shortened. 

For „ein“, „eine“, „einen“ and related forms, the EI is dropped – leave „'n“, „'ne“ and „'nen“. 
“Etwas” is shortened to “was”. 

Also, the final T in second-person singular forms like “hast”, “willst”, “nimmst” and so on is 
often replaced by just a longer S sound. 

The final T in “nicht” is also dropped in many parts of Germany. However, other parts 
pronounce it “nischt”, “nisch” or “nech”, and when staying in Germany, you should probably 
adopt whatever is the most common in your area. 

These are really the most conservative things one can say about colloquial German; the rest 
depends on the dialect of the person you're talking to, it depends on their age and of course 
on how many beers they had! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Beer  

This is something that Germans usually miss abroad. There are lots of brands of beer in 
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Germany, almost every town has a brewery or two. There are also many different types, for 
example pilsener, alt, lager, export, dark beer, strong beer... 

And sometimes Germans will mix beer with something else. For example „Radler“ is beer 
with lemonade. Beware of what they call „Berliner Weiße“. Normally, „Weiße“ is a Bavarian-
style wheat beer, but „Berliner Weiße“ usually contains syrup. The most common syrups to put 
in this beer are raspberry or woodruff. 

German beer is typically stronger than American beer, but weaker than Belgian beer. It goes 
well with hearty foods and it's not so common with fancy foods; with those Germans prefer to 
consume wine. 

Beer consumption is really high in Germany. Some people drink 6 or 7 in the course of an 
evening and per-capita yearly consumption is among the highest in the world. The heartland 
of beer consumption is Bavaria of course. There, it is okay to have beer with breakfast even, 
or to give your kid a smaller beer to drink (however, having children below age 16 drink beer 
is illegal - some people just privately choose to ignore this). 

Learn more from the Advanced Audioblog series 1 lesson 4, all about beer! Even though your 
German is probably not good enough to understand this audioblog, you can read the 
translation in the PDF and compare it to the German text. 
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GERMAN

1. Sarah: Es is' spät, ich sollte wirklich geh'n.

2. Paul: Jetz' schon?

3. Sarah: Ja. Ich fühl' mich auch nich' so gut.

4. Paul: Okay, das versteh' ich.

5. Paul: Entschuldigung, die Rechnung bitte!

6. Kellnerin: Zusammen oder getrennt?

7. Paul: Zusammen. Ich bezahle dieses Mal.

8. Sarah: Was??

9. Paul: Ich lad' dich ein.

10. Sarah: Bitte nicht. Wir kennen uns noch nicht so gut, und es ist mir 
unangenehm. Wenn die Kellnerin kommt, bezahle ich meinen Teil 
und du deinen.

11. Paul: Na gut.

12. Kellnerin: Bitte sehr, die Rechnung. Das macht 10 Euro 60.

13. Sarah: Ich hatte eine Cola für 2 Euro 50 und ein Berliner Pilsener für 2 Euro 
70, das sind also 5 Euro 20. Hier sind sechs Euro; stimmt so.

14. Paul: Ich hatte zwei Berliner Pilsner, also insgesamt 5 Euro 40. Ich hab' 
nur zehn Euro; macht 6.

CONT'D OVER
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15. Kellnerin: Und vier zurück. Danke! Auf Wiedersehen!

ENGLISH

1. Sarah: It's late, I should get really go.

2. Paul: Already?

3. Sarah: Yes, I also don't feel so good.

4. Paul: Okay, I understand.

5. Paul: Excuse me, the bill please!

6. Waitress: Together or separate?

7. Paul: Together. I pay this time.

8. Sarah: What??

9. Paul: I'm treating you.

10. Sarah: Please don't. We don't know each other too well yet, and it makes 
me uncomfortable. When the waitress comes, I'll pay my part and 
you pay yours.

11. Paul: Sure.

12. Waitress: Here you are, the bill. That's €10.60

13. Sarah: I had a Cola for €2.50 and a Berliner Pilsener for €2.70, so that's 
€5.20. Here's 6 euros; keep the change.

CONT'D OVER
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14. Paul: I had two Berliner Pilseners, so €5.40 in total. I only have 10 euros; 
I'll pay 6 out of the 10.

15. Waitress: And 4 back. Thanks! Goodbye!

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

dich
you (informal, as an 

object) personal pronoun Accusative case

bezahlen to pay verb weak verb

dieses this
demonstrative 

pronoun

insgesamt in total adverb

einladen to invite verb
er läd ein, er lud ein, 

er hat eingeladen

getrennt separately, separated

participle based on 
"trennen" (to divide 

or separate)

wenn when, if

conjunction; the 
question word 

"when" is "wann" in 
German! ; (means 

„when“ only for 
something in the 

future)

the question word 
"when" is "wann" in 
German! ; (means 

„when“ only for 
something in the 

future)

wirklich really adverb

Rechnung bill, check noun, feminine, die
feminine; plural: 

Rechnungen
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stimmen to tune; be right

verb; only means "to 
be right" when it is 

used in the 3rd 
person

only means "to be 
right" when it is used 

in the 3rd person

Teil part noun plural: Teile

zurück back adverb

also a verb prefix 
with that meaning, e. 
g. “zurückkommen”, 

“zurückgeben”, …

hatte had verb

past tense of "haben" 
for 1st and 3rd 

person; ich hatte, er 
hatte

nur only, just adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich l iebe d ich.
 

I love you.

Er m usste S tra fe  bezahlen,  wei l  er 

im  Hal teverbot geparkt hatte .
 

He had to pay a fee, because he had 
parked his car in a clearway.

Ich würde gerne bezahlen.
 

I would like to pay. / The bill, please.

Diese S tadt ist sehr berühm t.
 

This city is very famous.

Dieser Fisch ist sehr a l t.
 

This fish is really old.

Ich m ag d ieses Lied.
 

I like this song.

Insgesam t sind wi r m i t dem  

Ergebnis sehr zufrieden.
 

In total we are very pleased with the result.

Tun S ie e in fach so,  a ls ob S ie 

e ingeladen wären,  und fo lgen S ie 

den anderen G ästen.
 

Just do as if you had been invited, and 
follow the other guests.
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Zahlen S ie zusam m en oder 

getrennt?
 

Are you paying together or separately?

Ich tr inke im m er Kaffee,  wenn ich 

arbe i te .
 

I always drink coffee when I work.

Verstehst du m ich,  wenn ich auf 

Engl isch spreche?
 

Do you understand me when I speak on 
(in) English?

Diese S tadt ist w i rkl ich groß.
 

This city is really big.

Das war wi rkl ich lecker.
 

This was really yummy.

Brauchen S ie e ine Rechnung?
 

Do you need a bill?

S tim m t das?
 

Is this right?

Der dri tte  Te i l  d ieser S erie  ist 

besonders m ies.
 

The third part of this series is particularly 
grotty/bad.

Wann wi rst du zurück se in?
 

When will you be back?

Er hatte  so lch e ine Angst vor der 

Prüfung,  dass er in  S chweiß 

ausbrach.
 

He was so scared because of the 
assessment, that he broke out in a sweat.

Ich esse nur G em üse.
 

I only eat vegetables.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. Germans typically go Dutch when it comes to bills, so in some areas the waiters will 
automatically bring you separate bills. However, because of the influence of tourism, a lot of 
waiters have now taken to asking how you want to be billed. The phrase is always 
„Zusammen oder getrennt?“ (together or separated), i. e. do you want one bill for all or 
separate bills for everyone. 
 2. „Macht X“ is a standard way of announcing a price. 
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 3. „Stimmt so“ means „it's right like this“. This is a standard expression to use when you don't 
insist on change. All change will become a tip to the waiter. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  num bers  beyond  12  
Das  m acht zehn  Euro  sechzig. 
"That m akes  €10.60" 
 
 

This lesson is about numbers higher than 12. 
 11 was „elf“ and 12 „zwölf“ - like in English, these number words can't really be explained. 
After that, the continuation is more regular though. For numbers 13 to 19, just put the word for 
the German number and add the ending „zehn“. Dreizehn, vierzehn, fünfzehn, sechzehn, 
siebzehn, achtzehn, neunzehn... actually, we make things a bit easier by saying „siebzehn“ 
rather than „siebenzehn“, and „sechzehn“ instead of „sechs-zehn“. I think the reason is 
obvious - do you really want to try to pronounce „sechszehn“? 
 20 is „zwanzig“. 30 is „dreißig“. 40 is „vierzig“ and from then on the remaining numbers always 
consist of a base number you already know and the ending –zig. Same shortcut as before for 
six and seven. So we get „fünfzig, sechzig, siebzig, achtzig, neunzig“. 
 Counting with these is a bit weird, because Germans will say the equivalent of “one and 
twenty, two and twenty, three and twenty…” (einundzwanzig, zweiundzwanzig, 
dreiundzwanzig...) and so on – but actually, if you read Jane Austen, you will notice that old 
English was doing the same. The ones are always mentioned before the tens when 
pronouncing a German number. 
 After 99 (neunundneunzig), you will need the word “hundert” to continue – but that’s not hard, 
because it’s almost the same as in English. And “zweihundert” corresponds to “two hundred” 
and “vierhundertfünfzig” corresponds to “four hundred fifty”, and so on. Same for thousands, 
the German word is “tausend”. This way you can describe a lot of numbers, even 
“fünftausendvierhundertzweiunddreißig” – five thousand four hundred thirty-two, or should we 
say five thousand four hundred two-and-thirty. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Com m on  phrases at the  restaurant 
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1. If you’re with a friend; “Wo möchtest du sitzen?” (where do you want to sit?) If you’re 
not, and it’s so crowded you have to sit down at somebody else’s table, politely ask 
“Ist hier noch frei?” (is this still free?)

2. The waiter will ask you “Was möchten Sie trinken?” (what would you like to drink?) - 
you might reply „Haben Sie … ?“ (Do you have...?) or you could request the menu; 
„Ich möchte bitte die Karte sehen.“ (I would like to see the menu please.)

3. To order, say „Ich hätte gern …“ (I would like...); one possible reply is „Kommt 
sofort.“ (Coming up right away)

4. At the end of the meal, say „Die Rechnung bitte“ (The check please). Most likely you 
will then hear “(Zahlen Sie) zusammen oder getrennt?” (Are you paying together or 
separately?)

5. If the waiter announces how much you have to pay, it will take the format of „Macht X 
Euro und X Cent“ (That's X euros and X cents)

6. To give a tip, say “Stimmt so” if you're giving more money and don't want change. 
Alternatively, say “Macht X” or "Auf X, bitte." specifying a new total price so that they 
give you less change back.

7. Do not make the mistake of saying the amount of the tip here; after „Macht“ you have 
to specify the total price.

8. However, you can also say how much money you want back "X zurück, bitte." (X 
back, please).

9. If you're too afraid to navigate this conversation in German, you can also just wait till 
you receive your change back and then hand some to the waiter; that's a language 
anyone understands.

10. However, don't just leave the tip on the table. The typical amount to tip is 10%. If the 
total sum is below 10 euros, it's common to just round up to the next euro.
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: Guten Tag, Herr Martens!

2. Paul Martens: Guten Tag!

3. Frau Schneider: Wie war der Unterricht?

4. Paul Martens: Gut. Wir lernen wirklich viel.

5. Frau Schneider: Toll. Möchten Sie jetzt in die Stadt fahren, oder erst etwas essen?

6. Paul Martens: Wie spät ist es?

7. Frau Schneider: Es ist zwölf Uhr fünfundzwanzig.

8. Paul Martens: Und wie lange dauert die Fahrt?

9. Frau Schneider: Die Fahrt dauert nicht lange, nur etwa eine Viertelstunde.

10. Paul Martens: Ich habe noch keinen Hunger. Lassen Sie uns in der Stadt etwas 
essen.

11. Frau Schneider: Okay, das machen wir. Was genau suchen Sie in der Stadt?

12. Paul Martens: Ich möchte schöne Gebäude sehen, Denkmäler und so. Außerdem 
möchte ich Bücher kaufen.

13. Frau Schneider: Was für Bücher?

14. Paul Martens: Egal. Einfach Bücher auf Deutsch. Ich möchte versuchen, etwas auf 
Deutsch zu lesen.

CONT'D OVER
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15. Frau Schneider: Ah, ich kenne einen guten Buchladen. Da finden Sie auch einfache 
Bücher mit nicht so vielen Vokabeln.

16. Paul Martens: Klingt gut. Gehen wir!

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: Good day, Mr. Martens!

2. Paul Martens: Good day!

3. Mrs. Schneider: How was class?

4. Paul Martens: Good. We really learn a lot.

5. Mrs. Schneider: Great. Would you like to go into the city, or eat something first?

6. Paul Martens: What time is it?

7. Mrs. Schneider: It's 12:25

8. Paul Martens: And how long does the drive last?

9. Mrs. Schneider: The drive doesn't take long, only about a quarter of an hour.

10. Paul Martens: I'm still not hungry. Let's eat something in the city.

11. Mrs. Schneider: Okay, we'll do that. What exactly are you looking for in the city?

12. Paul Martens: I'd like to see beautiful buildings, memorials, and stuff like that. 
Besides that, I'd like to buy books.

CONT'D OVER
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13. Mrs. Schneider: What sort of books?

14. Paul Martens: Whatever. Just books in German. I would like to try to read 
something in German.

15. Mrs. Schneider: Ah, I know a good book store. We'll find simple books there with not 
so many vocabulary words.

16. Paul Martens: Sounds good. Let's go!

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

außerdem besides adverb

Fahrt drive noun; feminine, die

lassen not do; leave; let expression

etwa

approximately, 
surely not (in 
questions) 

adverb

was für what kind of question word

Stunde hour noun feminine

dauern

to last, to take (a 
certain amount of 

time)
verb

toll great, excellent adjective

genau exactly

erst first, only then adverb

kaufen to buy verb

Denkmal monument noun neuter
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lesen to read verb

Laden shop noun masculine

versuchen to try verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Spie lst du m i t Fußbal l?  -  Nein,  ich 

habe z u vie l  z u tun,  und außerdem  

ist es ka l t draußen.
 

Will you play soccer with us? - No, I have 
too much to do, and besides, it's cold 
outside.

G ute Fahrt!
 

Have a good drive/trip!

Lass uns Telefonnum m ern 

austauschen!
 

Let's exchange phone numbers!

Magst du etwa Tokio Hote l?
 

Surely you don't like Tokio Hotel?

Sie war e twa 3 J ahre a l t.
 

She was approximately 3 years old.

Was für e in  Buch ist das?
 

What kind of book is that?

Ich warte schon se i t e iner ganz en 

Stunde!
 

I'm already waiting for a whole hour!

Warum  dauert das so lange?
 

Why is this taking so long?

Ich finde d iesen neuen Fi lm  

wi rkl ich to l l .
 

I think the new movie is really great.

Der Treffpunkt ist genau h ier.
 

The meet-up point is here exactly.
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Wir brauchen z uerst e in  Konz ept. 

Erst dann so l l ten wi r uns G edanken 

um  das G eld m achen.
 

First we need a concept. Only then should 
we worry about money.

Wir so l l ten uns erst G edanken über 

den Ablauf m achen. Vorher 

kom m en wi r e in fach n icht wei ter.
 

First we should think about the course of 
action. We won't get anyfurther before we 
do this.

Er wi rd  für se inen Hund e in  Haus 

neben dem  Fluss kaufen.
 

He will buy a house next to the river for his 
dog.

Sie m üssen dre i  kaufen,  wenn Sie 

den Rabatt kriegen m öchten.
 

You have to buy three if you want to get the 
discount.

Warum  kaufst du nächstes Mal  n icht 

m ehr Lebensm i tte l?
 

Why don't you buy more groceries next 
time?

Wenn ich hungrig  bin ,  kaufe ich 

im m er z u vie le  Lebensm i tte l .
 

I always buy too many groceries when I 
am hungry.

Er m öchte e in  schnel les Auto 

kaufen.
 

He wants to buy a fast car.

Wir sind uns n icht e in ig ,  welches 

Haus wi r kaufen wol len.
 

We haven't reached an agreement about 
which house we want to buy.

In  Berl in  g ibt es vie le  Denkm äler.
 

There are a lot of memorials in Berlin.

Ich lese gerade e in  gutes Buch.
 

I am reading a good book at the moment.

Mittlerwei le  kann m an wieder m ehr 

Platten im  Laden kaufen.
 

By now you can buy more vinyl in the 
stores again.

Der Laden befindet sich g le ich um  

d ie Ecke.
 

The store is just around the corner.
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Ich habe a ls Kind stundenlang 

versucht,  auf e inem  G rashalm  z u 

pfe i fen.
 

As a child I have tried for hours to whistle 
on a blade of grass.

Tierschutz aktivisten haben am  

Wochenende versucht,  Welpen aus 

e inem  Z winger z u befre ien.
 

Animal welfare campaigners tried to 
liberate puppies from a kennel this 
weekend.

Ich versuche schon se i t Stunden,  se ine Schri ft z u enträtse ln.
 

Since hours I am trying to de-mystify his writing.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Wie spät ist es?“ (How late is it?) is the standard phrase for asking for the time. 
2. „eine Viertelstunde“ is a compound noun consisting of „Viertel“ (quarter) and 
„Stunde“ (hour). As expected, it means „a quarter hour“. 
3. „Lassen Sie uns“ is the German equivalent of „Let's“, for when you're talking formally. 
When you're addressing someone informally, the expression is just „Lass uns“. 
4. „und so“ is the German equivalent of „and the like“. Don't confuse it with „and so on“, that's 
„und so weiter“ in German. 
5. „Laden“ means „shop“. There are a lot of compound nouns with this, for example 
„Buchladen“ (book shop), „Teeladen“ (tea shop),„Geschenkladen“ (gift shop) and 
„Uhrenladen“ (a shop for watches and clocks). Beware of „Saftladen“ though – literally it's a 
juice shop, but in German slang it means a dump, an unorganized place. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  plura ls  with  - er  and  with  noth ing  
Was  für  Bücher?  
"What kind  of books?" 
 
 

So far, we already talked about foreign nouns that add -s for plural, masculine words that add 
-e for plural and feminine words that add -n or -en for plural. That leaves neuter nouns. 
 Neuter nouns often add -er for plural, and unfortunately that usually also involves changing 
the vowel. Examples we've seen are „das Haus – die Häuser“ (houses), „das Buch – die 
Bücher“ (books) and „das Denkmal – die Denkmäler“. Also, surprisingly, the very masculine 
word „Mann“ also works the same way - „der Mann – die Männer“ (men). 
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 Now there is just one more group of plurals that is missing. There are some words that don't 
change at all or only change their vowel. This usually happens if the word already ends in one 
of the typical plural endings. For example „Gebäude“ doesn't change, „Tochter“ becomes 
„Töchter“ (daughters) and „Engländer“ stays entirely the same. There's even a rule for it – all 
words that end in -er in singular are masculine and will not change for plural. It's an incredibly 
useful rule, because there are hundreds of these words. Almost all names for professions and 
for nationalities fall under this rule! 
Additionally, words that end -el are always neuter and also never change. So far, we've only 
seen „das Viertel“ (quarter) from this group. And the last big group that don't add an ending 
are the words that end in -chen. -chen is the German diminutive, that is, it makes something 
smaller or cuter. For example „Haus“ becomes „Häus-chen“ (little house), „Tochter“ becomes 
„Töchterchen“ (little daughter), „Karte“ becomes „Kärtchen“ (little card) … and „Bier“ becomes 
„Bierchen“ (little beer). 
 We already mentioned that the article for plural nouns is always „die“. There is no more 
worrying about „der, die, das“! Also, I can already tell you that mein, dein, kein, unser and so 
on will almost always end in -e for plural, while adjectives overwhelmingly end in -en. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

G erm an  shops 

Germans are not used to having shops that are open every day or all day, that's a very recent 
thing and only available in the biggest cities and only true for supermarkets. Typically, shops 
are open Monday to Friday from 9am to 8pm, maybe even only 6pm if you're in a small town. 
Alternatively, some family-owned businesses still take lunch breaks. On Saturday, opening 
hours may also be reduced. No shops are allowed to be open on Sundays except gas stations 
and somtimes shops inside train stations. These won't stock much food or household items 
though, and what little they have is seriously overpriced. This means that on Saturday many 
people rush to the shops to get supplies for Sunday. It gets even worse before a long 
weekend. 

If you absolutely need to buy something after hours or on Sundays, there are kioks in some 
regions, which mainly stock sweets, cigarettes and booze but also a limited supply of 
emergency household items. These kioks are not bound to regular opening hours, however 
that doesn't mean that they are necessarily always open; it's simply up to the owner's 
discretion. 
 
Restaurants are generally open on Sundays, but some are closed on Mondays or another 
day of the week instead. Also, restaurants typically aren't open in the mornings and may not 
be open for lunch, or if they are, they may close between 2 and 5pm and only re-open for 
dinner afterwards. As most Germans adhere rather strictly to their lunch hours, this is only a 
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problem for foreigners and workaholics. 

It is a very rare thing to eat breakfast out unless you're meeting with a business partner. Also 
keep in mind that German breakfast usually isn't warm and you can't get pancakes for 
breakfast. If you do want to eat out for breakfast, a bakery or a café is your best bet. However, 
gloablisation seems to change even this and nowadays, many people meet with friends for 
breakfast when they on public holidays or on weekends, and you can find more and more 
cafés and restaurants that offer warm breakfast. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: So, diese große Straße heißt „Unter den Linden“. Das ist eine sehr 
berühmte Straße und es gibt viele schöne alte und neue Gebäude 
hier.

2. Paul Martens: Aha.

3. Frau Schneider: Hier sehen Sie viele Botschaften. Das hier sind die Botschaften von 
Ungarn und von Venezuela.

4. Paul Martens: Und was ist das Gebäude da hinten?

5. Frau Schneider: Das da ist die Botschaft von Großbritannien. Komm, wir gehen 
weiter.

6. ...

7. Frau Schneider: So, das ist das Brandenburger Tor. Das kennen Sie, oder?

8. Paul Martens: Klar. Das ist auf allen Postkarten von Berlin.

9. Frau Schneider: Vor dem Brandenburger Tor sind immer viele Menschen, aber 
hinter dem Brandenburger Tor gibt es auch etwas zu sehen.

10. Paul Martens: Was denn?

11. Frau Schneider: Die Siegessäule. Die sehen Sie da hinten.

12. Paul Martens: Ah, ja.

13. Frau Schneider: Möchten Sie zur Siegessäule? Sie ist aber weit weg.

14. Paul Martens: Ja, ich möchte sie sehen.

CONT'D OVER
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15. …

16. Paul Martens: Puuh, dieser Weg ist ja wirklich lang!

17. Frau Schneider: Ja, etwa 1800 Meter. Wenn man die Siegessäule sieht, denkt man, 
dass sie viel näher ist.

18. Paul Martens: Ja, wirklich, sie scheint viel näher zu sein, als sie ist!

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: So, the big street here is called "Under the Linden." It's a very 
famous street and there are many beautiful old and new buildings 
here.

2. Paul Martens: Aha.

3. Mrs. Schneider: Here you can see many embassies. These are the Hungarian 
embassy and the Venezuelan embassy.

4. Paul Martens: And what is that building there behind?

5. Mrs. Schneider: That building is the British embassy. Come, let's keep walking.

6. ...

7. Mrs. Schneider: So, that's the Brandenburg Gate. You're familiar with that, right?

8. Paul Martens: Right. That's on all the postcards from Berlin.

9. Mrs. Schneider: There are always lots of people in front of the Brandenburg Gate, 
but behind the Brandenburg Gate there's something else to see.

CONT'D OVER
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10. Paul Martens: What?

11. Mrs. Schneider: The victory column. You can see it back there.

12. Paul Martens: Oh yeah.

13. Mrs. Schneider: Would you like to go to the victory column? It is quite far away 
though.

14. Paul Martens: Yes, I'd like to see it.

15. ...

16. Paul Martens: Wow, this road is really long!

17. Mrs. Schneider: Yes, about 1800 meters. When you see the victory column, you think 
that it's much closer.

18. Paul Martens: Yes, it appears to be a lot closer than it is!

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

weiter further

Botschaft

message, 
announcement, 

embassy
noun; feminine, die

feminine; plural: 
Botschaften

Ungarn Hungary proper name

weit wide, large, far adjective

Großbritannien Great Britain proper name

berühmt famous adjective
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klar
clear; clearly; of 

course

groß tall, big adjective

Straße street noun
feminine; plural: 

Straßen

hinter behind preposition

Postkarte post card noun, feminine, die
female; plural: 

Postkarten

Weg way, path noun; masculine, der plural: Wege

immer always adverb

nah near; close adjective

weg
gone, not there; 

away adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ich wol l te  noch stehenble iben und 

zuschauen,  aber m eine Mutter 

zerrte  m ich wei ter.
 

I wanted to stand there and keep 
watching, but my mother tore me away 
and made me go on.

G estern habe ich erfahren,  dass ich 

noch e ine wei tere Tante habe.
 

Yesterday I learned that I have another 
aunt.

Neuseeland ist so wei t weg...
 

New Zealand is so far away...

Die S ozia lwissenschaften sind e in  

wei tes Feld,  welches vie le  andere 

wissenschaftl iche Bere iche m i t 

e inschl ießt.
 

The social sciences are a broad field 
which also includes other scientific areas.
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Der Wol f w i ttert se ine Beute schon 

von wei tem .
 

The wolf scents its prey already from afar.

S chweizer Käse ist sehr berühm t.
 

Swiss cheese is very famous.

Klar kom m e ich m i t!
 

Of course I'm coming along!

Thom as ist genauso groß wie S ven.
 

Thomas is just as tall as Sven.

Du hast e ine große Klappe.
 

You have a big mouth.

G eh d ie  S traße entlang.
 

Go along the street.

Ich schre ibe e ine Postkarte .
 

I am writing a post card.

Können S ie m ir den Weg 

beschre iben?
 

Can you describe the way to me?

Der Fahrradweg ist dort.
 

The bike path is over there.

Mein Opa rauchte im m er gerne 

Pfe i fe .
 

My grandpa always liked smoking pipe.

Es g ibt im m er zwei  S ei ten.
 

There are always two sides.

Die S onne scheint so nah zu se in .
 

The sun seems to be so close.

Neuseeland ist so wei t weg...
 

New Zealand is so far away...

Du kannst den Rest wegwerfen.
 

You can throw away the rest.

Bi tte  schal t das weg. Ich m ag d iese S endung wi rkl ich n icht.
 

Could you please switch to something else? I really don't like that show.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „die Siegessäule“ is a victory column. „Sieg“ means „victory“ and „Säule“ means „column“. 
In this lesson, „Siegessäule“ refers to the famous victory column that you can see behind the 
Brandenburger Tor in Berlin, but in fact many cities have victory columns. It's not a vocabulary 
item you have to study, just given for reference here. 
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2. „hinten“ means „in the back“, but if you change the final consonant you get „hinter“, 
meaning „behind“. Don't confuse the two. 
3. In colloquial German, „möchte“ can be used without a verb, for example in Mrs Schneider's 
phrase „Möchtest du zur Siegessäule?“ (Do you want to the victory column?). Obviously this 
means „Do you want to go to the victory column?“. Whenever you see „möchte“ without 
another verb, you have to take a guess, but it's usually something really obvious. For 
example, imagine someone asking you „Möchtest du ein Bier?“ - obviously he's asking 
whether you want TO HAVE one, or TO DRINK one... it's a really common thing to say, but it's 
not quite correct use of German, so grammar freaks will jokingly answer „What are you 
asking? Do I want to throw away a beer? Do I want to give you a beer? Do I want to vomit a 
beer?“ or something like that. 
4. Don't confuse „weg“ and „Weg“. „Weg“ is a noun meaning „path“ or „way“ and „weg“ means 
„away“. „weg“ is also a verb prefix, one of those that split off. 
5. „nah“ is to „näher“ as „früh“ is to „früher“. It's the comparative, which we're not supposed to 
fully explain yet. Anyway, „nah“ means „near, close by“ and „näher“ is „nearer, more close 
by“. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  dem onstratives  
Und  was  i st das  G ebäude  da  hinten?  
"And  what i s  that bui ld ing  there  behind?" 
 
 

Technically, “this” is “dieser” in German and “that” is “jener”. “dieser“ for things that are close-
by and „jener“ for things that are further away. However, “dieser“ is almost out of use in 
spoken German, and „jener“ is already out of use. You sound really strange if you say „jener“ 
for anything. It still occurs in written German of course. 
So what has replaced these words? Very often we simply use the definite article „der, die, 
das“. „Der, die, das“ can replace both „dieser“ and „jener“, though it replaces „jener“ more 
often. 
When it is necessary to make the distinction, you can add „hier“ or „da“ after the word. For 
example 
das Gebäude hier = this building 
das Gebäude da = that building 
diese Botschaften / die Botschaften hier = these embassies 
die Botschaften da = those embassies 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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S ightseeing  in  Germ any - a  to  do  l i st 

1. Bring enough time. Despite being a small country area-wise, Germany is full of great 
sights, and every region is very different from the next. You could spend a lifetime in 
Germany and still discover things you haven’t seen. If you come here for a week, don’t expect 
to get more than an overview of one German region, and come back later for the others. 
 
2. Try the local food. While German food isn’t yet famous internationally, most German food 
is delicious and meals are usually well-balanced. Also try German bakery goods (bread, 
cake, pastries…), this is what Germans miss the most when living abroad. 
 
3. Avoid asking your host for numbers. Germany’s most popular sights don’t generally fit in 
the categories “biggest”, “tallest”, “fastest” and so on, and even if they do, Germans generally 
don’t care to know the numbers. Look them up online. 
 
4. Bring your camera. What Germans do care about is beauty. That is nice architecture (even 
on normal houses), interior arrangement, art… you will find plenty of things to take photos of. 
 
5. Learn a bit about history. Despite the bombings, there are plenty of old houses in German 
cities, old churches, cathedrals, even medieval castles and ruins dating back to Roman 
times. You will appreciate these much better (and avoid making a fool of yourself) if you know 
a little about German history, or European history in general. 
 
6. Give public transport a try. Since the city centres of most German big cities were laid out 
long before cars were around, many streets in the city centres are now too narrow for the 
amount of traffic that should pass through them. Not to mention that Germans like their 
pedestrian zones, in which cars don’t have any access. Parking lots in the city center also 
extremely scarce; parking houses would be your best bet, and they are very expensive. So, to 
save yourself a lot of stress and money, use the subway, bus, tram or train to get around. 
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GERMAN

1. Paul Martens: Warum gibt es keine Läden hier, nur eine lange, langweilige 
Straße und die Siegessäule?

2. Frau Schneider: Das hier ist ein Park.

3. Paul Martens: Ein Park? Ohne Grün?

4. Frau Schneider: Auf beiden Seiten der Straße gibt es Grün, aber die Straße ist so 
breit, dass man es fast nicht bemerkt. Die Straße geht gerade durch 
den Park.

5. Paul Martens: Wie heißt dieser Park?

6. Frau Schneider: Tiergarten.

7. Paul Martens: Tiergarten? Gibt es hier Tiere?

8. Frau Schneider: Nein, nicht mehr als sonst. Aber ursprünglich schon. Ich lese im 
Moment viel über Berliner Geschichte.

9. Paul Martens: Interessieren Sie sich auch sonst für Geschichte?

10. Frau Schneider: Ja, aber nur ein bißchen. Aber Berlin ist eine berühmte Stadt und 
sie ist mein Zuhause. Ich möchte einfach die Geschichte meiner 
Stadt kennen und die Geschichte des Stadtteils, wo ich wohne.

11. Paul Martens: Klar. Ich finde das richtig.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Paul Martens: Why aren't there any shops here, just a long boring road and the 
victory column?

2. Mrs. Schneider: This is a park.

3. Paul Martens: A park? Without greenery?

4. Mrs. Schneider: On both sides of the street there's greenery, but the street is so wide 
that you almost don't notice it. The street goes straight through the 
park.

5. Paul Martens: What's this park called?

6. Mrs. Schneider: Zoological Garden.

7. Paul Martens: Zoological Garden? Are there animals here?

8. Mrs. Schneider: No, not any more than usual. But originally there were. At the 
moment, I'm reading a lot about the history of Berlin.

9. Paul Martens: Are you otherwise interested in history?

10. Mrs. Schneider: Yes, but only a little. But Berlin is a famous city and it's my home. I 
would simply like to know the history of my city and the history of the 
part of town where I live.

11. Paul Martens: Of course. That makes sense.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

ein bisschen a little bit expression

bemerken to notice, remark verb weak verb
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Seite side noun, feminine, die feminine

breit broad, wide adjective

über about preposition used with Accusative

fast almost adverb

beide both adverb

gerade right now adverb

langweilig boring adjective

ohne without preposition

ursprünglich original(ly), initial(ly) adjective / adverb

durch through; because of preposition

Tier animal noun; neuter, das plural: Tiere

Geschichte history, story noun, feminine, die feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Er bem erkte noch,  dass er sich das 

n icht getraut hätte .
 

He remarked that he wouldn't have dared 
to do that.

Die m ikroskopisch kle ine 

Veränderung wurde zunächst n icht 

bem erkt.
 

The microscopically tiny change was not 
noticed initially.

Du m usst auf der rechten S ei te  

fahren.
 

You have to drive on the right side.

Die S ei ten d ieses Buches sind to ta l  

verklebt.
 

The pages of this books are sticking 
together really hard.

Es g ibt im m er zwei  S ei ten.
 

There are always two sides.

Lass uns noch e inm al  über d ie  

S ache reden.
 

Let's talk about this thing once more.
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Ich m ag euch beide.
 

I like both of you.

Die beiden Brüder rauften im m er 

m i te inander.
 

The two brothers were always brawling 
with each other.

Ich ha l te  ihn n icht gerade für e ine 

S tim m ungskanone.
 

I am not exactly taking him for a great 
joker.

Ich arbe i te  gerade daran.
 

I am working at it right now.

Ich finde d ieses Lied wi rkl ich 

langwei l ig .
 

I find this song to be really boring.

Ohne d ie  Al lgem eine 

Hochschul re i fe  wi rd  m an an der 

Universi tä t n icht angenom m en.
 

Without the permission to enter university 
one isn't allowed into university.

S ie haben d iese Entscheidung ganz 

ohne m eine Bete i l igung getroffen.
 

They came to this decision without any 
participation on my side.

Ursprüngl ich war d ieses G ebiet e in  

S um pf.
 

Originally, this area was a swamp.

Beantworten S ie bi tte  m eine 

ursprüngl iche Frage.
 

Please answer my original question.

Die Al l igatoren gehen langsam  

durch das Wasser.
 

The alligators are slowly moving through 
the water.

Das ist e ine schöne G eschichte.
 

That is a nice story.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „grün“ is an adjective meaning „green“, but it can also be used as a noun meaning 
„greenery“, plants and trees, anything that makes something look green. 
2. „gerade“ is a word of two distinct meanings. On the one hand it can mean „straight“ - 
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„gerade durch den Park“ (straight through the park). On the other hand, it can mean „just now“ 
or „right now“. „Ich sehe sie gerade nicht“ (I don't see her right now). 
3. We've already learned that „schon“ means „already“. However, it can also simply be 
affirmative in incomplete sentences – for example if Frau Schneider says „ursprünglich 
schon“ in this dialog. She means „originally yes there were animals“. 
4. „zu Hause“ means „at home“. However, „Zuhause“ as one word simply means „home“. 
„mein Zuhause“ is „my home“, the place I am at home. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  the  G eni tive  case. 
Auf beiden  S ei ten  der  S traße  gibt es G rün  
"There 's  greenery  on  both  sides  of the  street" 
 
 

This lesson's dialog contains a few glimpses of the Genitive, one of the German noun cases. 
We'll cover this case in more detail later, but right now it's important to understand its basic 
usage. Have a look at the following examples. 
die Geschichte des Stadtteils = the history of the quarter 
die Geschichte der Stadt = the history of the city 
die Geschichte der Frau = the woman's history 
die Geschichte der Männer = the men's history 
das Spiel des Jahres = the game of the year 
Basically, the Genitive replaces the English „of the“ or the apostrophe S. The most obvious 
Genitive article in German is „des“ - „des“ is only ever used for the Genitive. However, for 
feminine words and for plural, the article is „der“ - also quite noticeable, considering you'd 
expect to hear „die Frau“ and not „der Frau“. 
For masculine or neuter words, the Genitive usually also involves adding an -s to the end of a 
noun, as in „die Geschichte des Stadtteils“ or „das Spiel des Jahres“. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Berl in 's History 

The history of Berlin only goes back to the 13th century – not very long ago, considering that 
some other German cities date back to the 1st century or even beyond – however, it is a really 
exciting history and there are still lots of historic places in Berlin. We'll give you a really quick 
summary. 

Berlin was the seat of the Hohenzollern family, and thereby also the seat of several German 
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kings and emperors, who left behind some beautiful buildings and parks in Berlin and its 
vicinity. Some of these rulers were very open-minded people, who invited people from all over 
Europe to come to Berlin. With the people came great scientists and thinkers, who were 
censored in their home countries. This way Berlin became a center of the enlightenment. 
During the Industrial Revolution, Berlin also became Germany's economic center. 

Berlin has always promoted a less regulated lifestyle than the rest of Germany. It always 
attracted the artists and the alternative kind of people. You can easily imagine that Berlin was 
THE place to be during the Roaring Twenties. 

The city was also Hitler's seat of power, so it suffered like few other German cities in World 
War II. More than half the city's houses were damaged during the bombings. 
After the war, Berlin was divided between the four winners. The French, British and 
Americans formed West-Berlin and the Soviets East-Berlin; as the cold war set on, West and 
East Berlin became ever more separated. In 1948, the Soviets tried to cut off all of West-
Berlin's access to the outside world in an attempt to force the Allies to hand over the city. 
However, in an incredible operation known as the Berlin Airlift, the Allies managed to supply 
the city by air alone for almost an entire year, even during winter. The Soviets were forced to 
back down. Germans still fondly remember this. 

In 1961, Berlin saw the construction of the Wall enclosing West-Berlin on all sides. Berlin was 
also the historic place where the Wall fell in 1989, leading to the reunification of Germany. 
Berlin has been in the spotlight of global history for a long time. You cannot say you're 
interested in history and not visit Berlin. 
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GERMAN

1. Frau Schneider: So, sollen wir jetzt noch zu dem Buchladen laufen?

2. Paul Martens: Mhmm. Es tut mir leid, ich kann heute nicht mehr viel laufen.

3. Frau Schneider: Das verstehe ich. Berlin ist eine sehr interessante Stadt, aber man 
kann nicht an einem Tag die ganze Stadt besichtigen.

4. Paul Martens: Ja. Für heute ist es eigentlich genug, wenn Sie nichts mehr in der 
Stadt vorhaben...

5. Frau Schneider: Nein, von mir aus können wir jetzt nach Hause fahren. Wenn Sie 
möchten, können wir an einem anderen Tag wieder in die Stadt 
fahren. Vielleicht morgen oder am Samstag?

6. Paul Martens: Samstag ist gut, weil ich dann keinen Unterricht habe, dann 
können wir schon morgens fahren.

7. Frau Schneider: Okay, dann also Samstag.

8. Paul Martens: Vielen Dank. Ich bin froh, Ihr Gast zu sein. Sie helfen mir wirklich 
sehr.

ENGLISH

1. Mrs. Schneider: So, should we walk to the book store now?

2. Paul Martens: Hmm. Sorry, I can't walk much more today.

3. Mrs. Schneider: I understand. Berlin is a very interesting city, but one can't see the 
entire city in one day.

CONT'D OVER
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4. Paul Martens: Yes. That's actually enough for today, if you don't have anything 
else planned in the city.

5. Mrs. Schneider: No, it's fine by me if we go home now. If you want, we can come 
into the city again on another day. Maybe tomorrow or on Saturday?

6. Paul Martens: Saturday is good, because I don't have class then, so we can go in 
the morning.

7. Mrs. Schneider: Okay, then Saturday it is.

8. Paul Martens: Thanks a lot. I'm glad to be your guest. You're helping me quite a lot.

VOCABULARY

German English Class Gender

Samstag Saturday noun masculine

interessant interesting adjective

genug enough adverb

ganz
whole, complete(ly), 

absolutely adjective, adverb

froh glad adjective, adverb

eigentlich actually adverb

können
can, to be able to, to 

be allowed to verb

laufen
to walk,  jog, to 

function verb

nichts nothing pronoun

weil because conjunction
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anderer; andere; 
anderes other, another pronoun

helfen to help

verb; vowel-
changing verb: e → i 

for 2nd and 3rd 
person singular; er 
hilft, er half, er hat 

geholfen

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Am  Sam stag kom m e ich nach 

Z ürich.
 

On Saturday I am coming to Zurich.

Seine Arbei t ist n icht sehr 

in teressant.
 

His work isn't very interesting.

Berl in  ist e ine wi rkl ich in teressante 

Metropole.
 

Berlin is a really interesting metropolis.

Hast du noch genug z u tr inken?
 

Do you still have enough to drink?

J etz t habe ich e in  ganz es Set.
 

Now I have a complete set.

Privat ist er ganz  anders.
 

In private he is completely different.

Ich bin  froh,  dass es n icht so wei t 

gekom m en ist.
 

I am glad that it hasn't come to that.

Wo bist du e igentl ich?
 

Where are you actually?

Kannst du deutsches Essen essen?
 

Can you eat German food?

Ich kann n icht gut singen.
 

I can't sing well.
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Der Fernseher läuft be i  m anchen 

Leuten Tag und Nacht und ich habe 

se i t gut z wei  J ahren noch n icht m al  

m ehr e inen.
 

Some people have the TV running day 
and night and I haven't even had one in 
over two years.

Läufst du im m er de inen Problem en 

davon?
 

Are you always running from your 
problems?

Leider hat d ie  Fi rm a m om entan 

n ichts anz ubieten.
 

Unfortunately, the company has nothing to 
offer at this moment in time.

Es g ibt heute ke ine Entdecker 

m ehr,  wei l  scheinbar a l le  großen 

Entdeckungen schon gem acht 

wurden.
 

There are no discoverers anymore, 
because every great discovery seemingly 
is already made.

Sti rb an e inem  anderen Tag
 

Die another day

Ich wi l l  e inen anderen Fi lm  sehen.
 

I want so see a different movie.

G ustavo hat gesagt,  er könnte 

hel fen.
 

Gustavo said he could help.

Ihre Lebensbestim m ung war es,  

anderen Menschen z u hel fen.
 

Her purpose in life was to help other 
people.

Entschuld igung,  könnten Sie m ir bi tte  he l fen?
 

Excuse me, could you please help me?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

1. „Es tut mir leid“ literally means „it does me harm“, but it actually just means „I am sorry“. To 
say „Paul is sorry that he can't come“, you have to say „Es tut Paul leid, dass er nicht kommen 
kann“. 
2. „von mir aus“ is an expression meaning „as far as I'm concerned“. 
3. Germans often say „morgens“ instead of „am Morgen“ (in the morning). In this case, only 
the final -s distinguishes it from „morgen“, which means „tomorrow“. 
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4. „Vielen Dank“ is another way of saying „Danke“ (thanks). It's related to „Muchas gracias“, 
that's why there's a „viel“ at the beginning. 

GRAMMAR

The  focus  of th is  lesson  i s  können  
Man  kann  nicht an  einem  Tag  die  ganz e  Stadt besichtigen. 
"One  can ' t see  the  enti re  ci ty  in  one  day." 
 
 

In this lesson we came across the verb „können“, which is somewhat irregular in German. 
Actually it matches „mögen“ one to one. Just like „mögen“, „können“ has two separate stems, 
one for singular and one for plural. For „mögen“, the singular stem is „mag“ and for „können“ 
it's „kann“. For „mögen“, the plural stem is „mög“ and for „können“ it's „könn“. The endings are 
exactly the same. So, the forms are 
ich kann 
du kannst 
er kann 
wir können 
ihr könnt 
sie können 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Popular sights  in  Berl in  

Apart from the Siegessäule, the Reichstag (parliament building) and Brandenburg Gate, 
which everybody knows, there are other places you should visit some time during your stay in 
Berlin. In the following, you will find a compiled list of places you might want to visit during a 
stay in Berlin. 

• Unter den Linden ("Below the linden trees") is Berlin's most famous boulevard, 
where many important government buildings and many expensive shops are 
located. Unter den Linden stretches out from the Brandenburg Gate, so it's easy to 
reach from there, and cannot be missed because of the many linden trees.
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• Potsdamer Platz, featuring the Sony Center, a large shopping mall, several theatres, 
cinemas and a casino, is a glittering entertainment district with stunning post-
modern architecture. The cinema inside the Sony Center is also where you can 
watch Hollywood movies in the original English.

• Alexanderplatz with its Fernsehturm (TV Tower). This is the busiest square in Berlin 
and a place everybody has heard of - tourists visit it as well as punks and other 
alternative folks.

• Checkpoint Charlie was the most well-known place where you could cross from the 
American part of Berlin into the Soviet one or vice versa. Today, the checkpoint still 
exists, but as a tourist attraction, with actors as soldiers.

• Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, which was half destroyed in the war but still looks 
stunning.

• Ku'damm, short for Kurfürstendamm, is Berlin's most famous shopping street, 
stretching out westwards from the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church.

• KaDeWe (Kaufhaus des Westens) is a famous gigantic department store that has all 
kinds of foreign goods that are otherwise hard to get in Germany. If you're homesick 
for root beer or vegemite, they will definitely have it. However, it is a store for luxury 
goods so the prices are rather high.
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